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Clery Report sheds
light on campus crime
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

The Clery Report
is an annual report
that is issued by
SCSU Public Safety.
The report details
the occurrences of
many different types
of crimes that are
reported on and off
campus, though only
student cases are
taken into account.
Crimes such as burglary, aggravated assault, theft and sexual
assaults are some of
those included in the
report. They are then
divided into categories by location, such
as on campus, off
campus, universitycontrolled areas,
public property and
in residence halls.
The Clery Report
is part of a nationwide bill enacted
in 1990, called the
Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus
Security Policy and
Campus Crime
Statistics Act , that
mandates all universities across the nation
to publish an annual
report similar to the
SCSU report. The
act was named after
Jeanne Ann Clery
who, in 1986, was
murdered in her resi-

dence hall at Lehigh
University in Pennsylvania. The law was
born when Jeanne’s
parents found that 38
individual crimes had
not been reported to
the students over the
course of three years.
According to
statistics given for the
years 2009 and 2010,
reported crimes are
generally down in
many areas. Theft,
the most frequently
reported crime, had
149 reported cases
in total for 2009. In
2010, however, there
were 135 reported
cases. Many other areas follow this suit, in
having been generally
decreased in smaller
numbers. Forcible
sexual offenses have
also decreased from
11 in 2009 to 7 in
2010.
While the number
of reported crimes
is down, the number
of arrests concerning liquor, drugs and
weapons has increased. In 2009, 176
arrests were made
on account of liquor
violations, where in
2010, 214 arrests
were made on the
same account. Many
of these were made
in residence halls. In
2009, 57 arrests were

made on account of
drugs, which rose
to 70 in 2010 with
many being made in
residence halls. There
were no weapons
charges made in
2009, and one charge
in 2010. These numbers have steadily
risen since 2008.
To coincide with
the release of the
Clery Report, the
Women’s Center also
releases an annual
report of the same
nature, focusing
on sexual assaults
involving students
from SCSU. In 2010,
15 reports were
made regarding
sexual assaults. This
is the second lowest
number of reported
cases in 20 years,
with 11 in 2005 being
the lowest. Of these,
73 oercent we on
campus.
Information
for these reports is
gathered from many
different sources, and
takes many hours to
put together. Miles
Heckendorn, director
of Public Safety, is in
charge of gathering
information on this
topic.
“Some colleges
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Women on
Wednesday
speaks on porn
Esethu Numa
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Each year, the Malaysian Students’ Association aims to spread
Southeastern cultures to both the
campus and surrounding community.
Last Tuesday they had the opportunity to do just that by sponsoring
Malaysian Night 2011.
The event lasted from 5 p.m. to
8:20 p.m. in the Atwood Ballroom,
beginning with a cross-cultural

Since 1989, the SCSU
Women’s Center has been offering learning experiences that help
women transform themselves in
society. Women on Wednesdays is
one of the center’s initiatives that
includes young women speaking from their perspectives and
areas of expertise. With women,
Technology and Social Media
being the theme for this semester,
Lucille Guinta-Bates took her day
off from Anna Marie’s Alliance to
speak about pornography and the
impact it has on society on Nov. 2,
at the Atwood Theatre.
Before the presentation, the
audience was asked to signal if at
any point they were uncomfortable or encountered disturbing
thoughts during the presentation,
which promised to be intense.
Guinta-Bates, who is an SCSU
graduate and the coordinator
of volunteer services at Anna
Marie’s, opened her presentation with the initial response that
people give when they hear the
word “porn” and explained how
society has become desensitized to
pornography.
She explored the way addressing porn as a symptom of culture
can increase the oppression of
women. She acknowledged
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Karthig Veeramani performs
a traditional dance at Malaysian night.

Malaysian
night: a stage
for culture
Meg Iserloth
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
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Players presents ‘Box’

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ron Paul speaks to a nearly-full civic center audience on Saturday morning.

Ron Paul visits St. Cloud
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

:WV8I]T\WWS\PMÅZ[\[\MXWN \PM5QVVM[W\ITMOWN PQ[
presidential campaign at the St. Cloud Civic Center.
Known for his to-the-point dialogue, presidential
KIVLQLI\M:WV8I]TKIUM\W5QVVM[W\INWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM
during the 2012 presidential election on Nov. 5. Speaking
of his policies, Paul addressed a full convention room of
his supporters that were more than willing to vocalize their
opinions about the congressman.
)[8I]T¼[[]XXWZ\MZ[ÅTTMLQV\PMQZ[MI\[\PM\_W
emcees took the stage to begin the event. Former gubernatorial candidate Tom Emmer and radio personality Bob
Davis, both morning co-hosts from Minneapolis radio
station KTLK News Talk, said a few things about the
camaraderie between Paul supporters.
“This is Occupy Minnesota right here,” Davis said in
reference to the recent protests across the nation.
After several more words, Emmer and Davis introduced Paul. As the congressman from Texas took the
stage, he was met with a sea of applause and waving of
hankies that read: “Paul for President.” He began speaking
about the national debt crisis and its recent developments.
Paul went on to express his negative opinion of Congress’
handling of the crisis. Paul also said that the national debt
is now over $15 trillion therefore exceeding our Gross
,WUM[\QK8ZWL]K\/,8IVL\PI\¹CQ\¼[E\PMÅZ[\\QUMQV
the history of our whole country.”
After talking of the national debt, Paul began speaking
of his most well known policy: the elimination of most
branches of the Federal Government. Particularly, he has
targeted the Internal Revenue System (IRS), stating on his
website that “an income tax is the most degrading and totalitarian of all possible taxes.” He has also stated in many
other debates and interviews that those branches should
be dissolved and not replaced.
“The Constitution was not written in any way to
restrain you,” said Paul. “[It] was written to restrain the
Federal Government.”
Paul then transitioned to talking about the wars in
Iraq, Afghanistan and numerous other countries occupied
by American soldiers. He added that America currently
has over 900 bases all over the world, and spends $10
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Page 8
SCSU’s Players
Performance Group
performed ‘Box’, an
original collaborative
production based on
Pandora’s box.

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Tom Emmer speaks before Ron Paul. Emmer
served as master of ceremonies with his radio
co-host Bob Davis.

Volleyball loses last game 3-0 Page 14
Concordia University took all three
sets against the
Huskies in the last
game of the season.
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Events
Calender

Craig
Howe
speaks on
Lakota
spirituality

Get the scoop on
what’s going on around
campus this week.

Monday
Photoshop
Conference
10 a.m. - 10:45
This event is free and
open to the public and
will take place at the
Miller Center, room
205. This is part of a
four-part event to teach
attendees on how to
use photoshop.

Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

Craig Howe, director
of the Center for American
Indian Research and Native
Studies (CAIRNS), conducted a lecture regarding
the history and spirituality
of the Lakota people in the
Brown Hall Auditorium.
Robert Galler, a history
professor at SCSU whose
teaching interests include
American Indian history,
introduced Howe and his
accomplishments.
Earning his Ph.D. from
the University of Michigan,
Howe has served as the
director of the D’Arcy McNickle Center for American
Indian History at the Newberry Library, the deputy
assistant director of cultural
resources at the National
Museum of the American
Indian at the Smithsonian Institution, and faculty
member in the Graduate
Studies Department at
Oglala Lakota College.
Howe currently is the
director of CAIRNS, “an
1VLQIVKWV\ZWTTMLVWVXZWÅ\
research and education
center that is committed to
advancing knowledge and
understanding of American
Indian communities.”
Brought up a Christian,
Howe views Lakota spirituality as an academic subject
and discipline although
he now “gravitates to this
[Lakota culture]” as there is
a “respect for power.”
Howe has also has
conducted several lectures
at SCSU including “Hate
Speech, Horses, and Hostages: The Untold Story
of Lewis & Clark in Teton
Territory” in 2009.
Howe opened his speech
by explaining the purpose
of the evening’s lecture.
This purpose, he explained,
was to “re-conceptualize”
and “question” Lakota
spirituality from an academic standpoint.
Howe told the story
of his grandfather and a
road trip across the Western United States when he
was in his early 30s. When
his grandfather boasted
of Howe’s success, someone responded that his
grandson must be a “slow
learner” as he was still in
school at such an age. From
this, Howe realized that he
“approaches everything as a
learner.”
“[We] cannot be disrespectful… but [we] can be
critical,” Howe said.
The director also
explained that while many
who were attending were
solely focused on the traditional ceremonies and tribal
practices, that it’s important
to understand the meaning
and background behind the
history of the Lakota.
“It’s about being a good
relative – plants, animals,
stars... [we have] a connection to this land,” Howe
said to his audience.
Howe also displayed
to the audience how the
media has portrayed Native
Americans as “not living in
time” as photos such as that
of Sitting Bull are termed
as “ancient,” which is just
one of many ways that the
American Indian culture
has been impacted throughout the years.
Similarly, Howe educated the audience of how
famous landmarks, such as
Devil’s Tower in the Black
Hills of South Dakota, have
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Performers dance the traditional fan dance at Malaysian Night.

Malaysian
Continued from Page 1
fashion show and
ending with closing
remarks from emcee’s
Jason Tham and
Karthiga Veeramani.
Approximately
400 people attended,
which was the expected
turnout this year.
During the event
there were many speakers who greeted those
who attended, including SCSU President
Earl H. Potter III,
Associate Vice President of International
Affairs Ann Radwan,
adviser of Malaysian
Students’ Association
James Robinson, representative of Malaysian
Students Department
in Chicago, Ill. Rozita
Rosli, and the President of the Malaysian
Students’ Association,
Daveindaran Gobalan.
An opening ceremony followed the
greetings, which aimed
to educate the guests
on Malaysia’s diverse
culture. According to
the program hidden for
guests inside a folded
red piece of paper labeled ‘unfold me’, Malaysia is a “truly blessed
nation with multicultural citizens who live
harmoniously across 13
states and three federal
territories.”
Act I of the event
then began with an
elegant Chinese fan
dance and ended with
a more modern dance.
After dinner, Act II of
the event commenced,
which included a
drum performance,
a choral troupe, the
Indian traditional
performance “Bharata
Natyam”, and the

traditional Malay
“Dikir Barat” Western
chime. The Malaysian
Students’ Association
and the volunteers
who contributed to
Malaysian Night 2011
had roughly two weeks
to prepare the event.
This included getting
performances worked
out and practiced, creating decorations, and
recruiting volunteers.
Ticket sales from Malaysian Night 2011 will
go towards balancing
\PMÅVIVKQITIKKW]V\\W
make up for the money
spent in preparation
for the event, including
the Malaysian buffet,
which featured traditional Malay, Chinese
and Indian foods.
Amanda Hayes, a
graphic design major at
SCSU, said that out of
the four cultural nights
she has attended so
far, this was one of the
best. She said she especially enjoyed the larger
group dances, comparing them to American
music videos.

“I know that’s what
people wish they could
do,” Hayes said. “A lot
of people try to mimic
[in videos] what they
see in dance.” She
also found that despite
having a background
in Asian culture, there’s
something that never
ceases to be an exciting
new experience: the
food. There were things
on my plate today that
I still have no idea
what I ate,” Hayes said,
“but I really enjoyed
it, and that’s one of
my favorite parts, seeing every year what
new food item they
usually bring.” Sara
Nelson, another guest
who attended Malaysian Night 2011 on
Saturday, agreed that
it was one of the best
cultural nights she’s
been to so far. Along
with Hayes, Nelson is
also a member of JP
Network, in addition to
being the vice president
of Arashi Taiko Dan,
another drumming
group on campus.
Nelson said she found
that her experiences
with Arashi Taiko Dan
helped her appreciate

the drum performers
on stage last Saturday
even more. She and
Hayes compared the
energetic performance
to their own, calling it
shocking to watch for
someone involved with
Taiko. “Our drums are
totally different,” Hayes
said, “so seeing them
able to literally get up
on their drums was
really shocking because
we wouldn’t even think
about doing that.”
“Every time I see
them, they seem to
be better,” Nelson
said. “This year I
think was their best,
performance-wise.”
As the vice president
for JP Network, a
social networking
group on campus that
teaches students about
Japanese and American
culture, Hayes likes to
observe what other cultural nights do in order
to prepare for Japan
Night in the spring.
“It’s not that we’re
trying to steal ideas or
anything, but sometimes it’s really good to
see what other people
are doing so we can
kind of incorporate

what works and what
doesn’t work,” she
said. Hayes said that
[PMLMÅVQ\MTaPI[PQOP
expectations for Malaysian Night next year.
President of the Malaysian Students’ Association Daven Gobalan
also felt Malaysian
Night was a success
this year. He said that
the high number of
hard-working volunteers who participated
in the event made a big
impact on how well it
went.
“We shared ideas
with them, and we also
took ideas from them,”
Gobalan said. “It was
awesome working together with volunteers
and stuff, so that really
helped us a lot.” As
for next year, Gobalan
said that the goal is to
increase the number
of performances and
to make the event a
little longer. Overall, he
expressed high hopes
for Malaysian Night in
the future.
“I hope for something big,” Gobalan
said. “I mean, bigger
than this.”

Women On
Wednesday
12 p.m. -12:50 p.m.
The event is free and
open to the public.
The Women’s center
is hosting this event,
titled “From Dr. Seuss
to Porn”. The event
will feature presenter
Cordelia Anderson.

“What Color Is
Your Personality?”
12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public. The
event will take place at
the Atwood Memorial
Center, Cascade Room.
The event will help
students learn about
their personality. The
event is hosted by the
campus department of
involvement.
Internship Search
and Preparation
Seminar

The event is free and
open to the public. The
event will take place at
Centennial Hall, room
207. The event will
help attendees prepare
for internships. No
registration is required.

Saturday
India Night

INYOUNG CHOI / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

All participants of Malaysian night pose after the event.

Aviation department reacts to closing
Leah Carr
COPY EDITOR

This fall, a department that has
been educating students at SCSU
since 1949 closed its doors to new
applicants.
SCSU’s aviation department is
\PMÅZ[\LMXIZ\UMV\WVKIUX][\WJM
closed as a result of major budget cuts
facing the University. The decision
to end the program was suggested in
;MX\MUJMZWN IVLTI\MZÅVITQbML
in January by President Earl H. Potter
III.

Students already enrolled in the
XZWOZIU_QTTJMIJTM\WÅVQ[PW]\
their studies through what is called a
“teach-out.” This means that the department will remain up and running
until the end of the spring semester of
2014, and classes will slowly become
unavailable each semester as current
students progress.
There are only two four-year aviation programs in the state of Minnesota, one being at SCSU and the
other at Minnesota State University,
Mankato. However, SCSU’s program
is nationally accredited; Mankato’s

is not. The aviation department at
SCSU also offers a wider variety of
areas to study, while MSU mainly
NWK][M[WVXZWNM[[QWVITÆQOP\
Once it was announced, the decision received strong reactions from
faculty, students, and the surrounding
community for different reasons.
Community members expressed
concern about the affects that the
shutdown will have on the St. Cloud
Regional Airport. According to Jeff
Johnson, a professor of aviation at

6HHAviation / Page

6 - 9 p.m. This event
is $12 for community
members, $7 for
students, $9 for faculty
and staff and free for
children. The event
will take place at the
Atwood Ballroom and
will teach about the
culture of India.

Weeklong
SGA Referendum
and Elections
SGA is having
elections. Vote online
on three referendums
and the 10 new
senators.

News
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Spirituality
Continued from Page 3
since been changed from their
original Native American name.
“All of these sacred sites have
been renamed with negative terminology,” Howe said. “Any time
you hear the word ‘devil’ or ‘hell’
always assume that it is a sacred
to the American Indian people.”
Another common misconception made by many individuals
is the improper usage of the
name “Sioux” when discussing
the Lakota people. Historically
speaking, the name “Sioux” was a
term meant to refer to the Lakota
people by a rival tribe meaning
“little snake.” The French who
had established trade and relations with this rival tribe then
took it to be the literal name of
Lakota. Since then, major sports
teams have adapted the derogatory name as their mascot. Similarly, teams such as the Atlanta
Braves, the Cleveland Indians,
and Florida State Seminoles have
also claimed the Native people as
their “mascots.”
“I think that people will look
back in 50 years and think it’s
barbaric,” Howe said. “It’s detrimental.”
Howe also went on to discuss
the “highly structuralized” and
“complex” thought that has been
put into the Lakota beliefs and
symbols such as the origins of the
world, the importance of the pipe
and buffalo.
Regarding the prohibition
which prevented the Lakota from

practicing traditional ceremonies
and severely punished those who
went against the legislation, Howe
said “[the prohibitions] made the
Lakota dependent on the federal
government… [The Lakota]
were under a lot of duress, yet the
culture has survived.”
Members of the audience,
including Matt McCann, a fourth
year art major, believes that “[Lakota culture] is really important
to understand” because “many
people don’t ask questions.”
Similarly, Cordelia Dunai,
who is two years into her Master’s, and Quentin Kendall
explained that their reasons for
attending the event included
“expanding their horizons” and
that “this is something different,
something interesting, and worth
exploring.”
For more information regarding the Lakota people and their
history, Howe recommends reading books such as “Sundance and
Other Ceremonies” by James R.
Walker and “The Sacred Pipe:
Black Elk’s Account of the Seven
Rites of the Oglala Sioux” by Joseph Epes Brown in order to gain
a better understanding of their
culture and background.
“The purpose was to look at
it in an orderly fashion… These
were philosophical people and the
history is highly organized… It is
our responsibility to look at these
issues,” Howe said with regard to
the message he hoped to convey.

Aviation
Continued from Page 3
SCSU who also
acts as a city council
member, student\ZIQVQVOÆQOP\[IKcount for 49 percent
of take-offs and touchdowns at the airport.
Once the program
ends and the airport
loses that percentage,
there is a good chance
that the airport will
lose the federal funding it needs to run its
control tower.
Johnson, who has
openly expressed his
opinion on the matter,
spoke to Governor
Mark Dayton about
the closing during the
groundbreaking of the
ISELF building last
week. After discussing
the recent attempts
by the airport to attract a new carrier, he
asked, “How would
it look, governor, if
we got an airline back
into this airport three
years from now but
we didn’t have enough
ÆQOP\KZM_[\WÆa\PM
aircrafts?” Johnson
said that Dayton then
commented that he
would be looking in to
the matter.
Another major
concern, according to
Johnson, was the way
in which the department was closed.
MnSCU’s procedure
for changing existing
academic programs
states that certain
steps must be taken
for approval, including “consultation with

appropriate constituent groups including
students, faculty, and
community.” This step
was not carried out by
administration, said
Johnson, who stated
that there was no
discussion or warning
before the decision
was announced, and a
severe lack of communication since.
“I feel like I’m
on death row here
because President
Potter and the provost
won’t talk to us,”
he said. “There’s a
common thread that’s
going through various
constituent groups on
campus; a lack of serious communication
and compassion.”
Not all reaction to
the closure was negative, however. Dr. Tara
Harl, aviation department chair and associate professor claims
that a lot of positive
things have resulted
from the decision.
“It’s almost like the
closure has reactivated
or re-invigorated the
sense of spirit in the
students,” she said.
Harl also noted that,
[QVKMJMQVOVW\QÅMLWN 
the closure, students
have made a large
effort to keep their
student organizations
going by planning
more events, bringing
in guest speakers and
stepping forward to
show leadership.
The industry has

played a large part in
making the most of
these last two years for
the students by providing guest lecturers and
being more involved
with the program.
“They’re determined
to see us through this
closure,” said Harl.
“They know that
we have a schedule
through the spring
of 2014 and then the
doors will probably
close, and it’s almost
like the industry is
determined to help us
go out in style.”
Harl said that she
is impressed with the
way the students have
handled the news,
and that their positive
attitude shows her that
they will be able to
successfully handle difÅK]T\[Q\]I\QWV[QV\PM
workplace once they
graduate from SCSU.
“That’s what you
should do and I think
that’s a great lesson for
our students to learn,”
she said. “They’re not
gonna get you down.
No matter what life
throws at you, just
keep going and look at
the positive.”
Although she
admits that, in some
ways, the closure is
sad, Harl said that
the spirit that it has
brought over the department is incredible
to watch.
“They may be
closing us,” she said,
“but our jet trails will
leave our legacy long
after we’re gone.”

Clery
Continued from Page 1
use ‘canned software’ and they load that data into their report writing system,” said Heckendorn. “They use those tallies at the end of the
year... I don’t trust that.”
<WOI\PMZ\PQ[QVNWZUI\QWV8]JTQK;INM\a][M[Å^MLQNNMZMV\[W]ZKM[
from around campus and the community. Their primary means of information is from on-campus data. This includes Public Safety records,
data obtained through Residential Life, the report from the Women’s
Center and their own individual data, and information from Student
Life and Development. They also use information provided to them
from the St. Cloud Police Department. It takes “around 70-100 hours”
to complete.
Public Safety does not let these statistics go to waste. Many of them
are taken into account before the report is drafted. Much of the data is
used for review and comparison.

Monday, November 3, 2011

Ron Paul
Continued from Page 1
billion annually on war costs.
This has also severely affected our
foreign policy, he said, as many
countries are seeing the U.S. as a
war machine.
Moving to a more personal
level, Paul began to speak of several “personal habits” that many
people feel very strongly about.
The legalization of marijuana and
the War on Drugs have been hot
button issues for many years, and
Paul addressed these topics thoroughly. In many cases, he says, the
government is “undermining our
liberties.”
Joe Arwood, a candidate for
the U.S. Senate in 2012, was
also in attendance at the rally as
well as many other candidates.
Arwood backs Paul and many of
his issues, and says he is rallying
many people across the state.
“He is developing a strong
grassroots movement in the state,”
Arwood said. “When you look
around here today, with everyone
that showed up, he is developing
quite a following and his message
is resonating with people.”
SCSU students were also at
the rally. Youth for Ron Paul is the
student movement on campus that
has been backing Ron Paul for the
2012 presidential campaign. The
student group has been recruiting
and volunteering for the upcoming caucus.
“When the Caucus comes we
will vote in the Straw Poll,” said
Tim Bertram, organizer of Youth
for Ron Paul. “Until then we’re
working on recruiting students.”

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Paul spoke about war, the federal reserve and personal freedoms at his St. Cloud rally on Saturday.

Panama city’s transformation
explained at presentation
Alyssa Chrisinger
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Condominiums, construction,
skyscrapers, and a enormous commercial boom is what’s happening
in Panama City, Panama. Panama
ZMÆMK\[_PI\Q[KITTMLIVM_\aXM
of “Global City” or “Primate
City.” Dr. Thomas Sigler, a visting
assistant geography professor at
Gustavus Adolphus College, talked to students Friday about the
ever growing economic growth in
Panama City.
“Students get exposure to
urban issues, environmentally,
and economically,” said Mikhail
Blinnikov, a geography professor
at SCSU. “An exciting place for
students to travel to in the future,
an up and coming city”.
The presentation was sponsered by Gamma Theta Upsilon
Geographic Honors Society.
Panama has been growing over
the course of a 100 years, ever
since the buliding of the Panama
Canal. Panama is a city of world
trade, transporting goods all
around the world from Africa,
Spain, and east Asia.
It all started out from the
handover in 1999, when the
United States handed over power
of the canal to the Panaminians.

Like most cities, it grew over time,
but Panama City grew dramatically. In the early 2000’s, big skyscraper bulidings and apartment
complexes went up. A new Trump
tower is being placed in the heart
of the city, and is going to be the
biggest tower in Latin America.
This buliding will hold condominiums and a casino, an all-in-one
type of building. It is being made
for $400 million, $25 million over
budget.
Business is booming for Panaminians. The wage for Panaminians has increased also. Construction is where the people are paid
most. Panama is not known as an
industrial city, but a service city,
providing services to the world.
The Panama canal is also under
construction, making it bigger
so ships can pass through and for
ships to carry more goods. It is
M`XMK\ML\WJMÅVQ[PMLQV
“Everywhere in Panama is
under construction,” Sigler says.
Sigler was supposed to study the
city for 6 months as a graduate
student, which turned into 2 years
of research as he noticed the
booming city.
Most panaminians cannot afford these luxury condos. Panama
City holds several banks in which

Pornland
Continued from Page 1
society’s view of how pornography is seen as
a way of “embracing our freedom” but asked the
question, “Whose freedom are we embracing, what’s
\PMXZQKMIVL_PW¼[XZWÅ\QVONZWUQ\'º
Pornography has become a huge part of mainstream culture. According to the United Families
International (UFI), 12 percent of websites are pornographic. Every second, $3,074 is being spent on
pornography. Statistics also show that 34 percent of
Internet users have experienced unwanted exposure
to porn either through pop-up ads, misdirected links,
or emails. This shows how exposure to pornography
has increased. “Kids who are barely 18 years of age
can get tapes online,” Guinta-Bates said.
“Our world has become what one writer calls
»X]ZQÅML¼º/]QV\I*I\M[[IQL8WZVWOZIXPQKQUIOM[
and videos can be found in many places in the media
such as MTV, The Man Show, fashion spreads and
even clothing and toys for children. We also see them
in sports magazines and video games. It is often
young and thin women who work in the porn industry. “Why these young women choose to do this is
KWUXTM`º[PM[IQL1\Q[WN\MVQVÆ]MVKMLIVLLZQ^MV
by various reasons including a history of abuse and
homelessness. However, it can lead to psychological,
emotional and physical damages. While condom use
is still an exception in the porn industry, the rate of
HIV and Aids in the world is increasing.

people from the U.S and other
countries come to hide or save
their money. People have invested
alot of money in the city because
of its global transit and growth of
the canal.
People also come to Panama
City to escape. People from
Venezuela and Colombia come
to escape the political hardships
from their countries. They go to
Panama because its close to their
native homes and offers similar,
sometimes better schools and jobs.
Panama City isn’t the only city
in the world to have these ever
growing infrastructures. Cities
like Dubai, United Arab Emerites; Doha, Qatar; Johannesburg,
South Africa and Miami, Florida,
(which used to be considered in
the 1980’s as a link between the
U.S and latin America) have similar growth. These cities are mostly
in parts, geographically they meet
in the center of surrounding
countries or cities.
“I want students to learn new
parts of the world, to look at a different urban template” Sigler said.

“We need to challenge the social norm of this
\aXMWN K]T\]ZM\PI\QVÆ]MVKM[W]ZTQ^M[º[IQL
Guinta-Bates. There is an ongoing debate about the
relationship between porn and sexual assault. “No
one can claim that all men who watch porn are rapists,” she said. She explained that rapists sometimes
respond to emotions and thoughts driven by the
increased interest in rough and forceful sex.
“What can we do?” was the question GuintaBates asked the audience. She then answered her
own question by stating that it is important for
society to acknowledge the connection between porn
and sexual assault as well as educating oneself and
others and not being afraid to voice out opinions and
feelings. “It is important that people make it their
business and support efforts to create positive healthy
sex education. Society should not be afraid to challenge the status quo when we see that it is wrong.
Think critically about sex, the media, and know the
myths and facts,” Guinta-Bates said.
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Business
Papandreou seeks a second bailout for Greece
Staff Report

Greece has been the talk
of many as both the fate
of the Eurozone bailout
and their prime minister,
George Papandreou, was
up in the air.
Since May of 2010,
Greece has been surviving
on the earlier bailout, but
\PMÅVIVKQITKZQ[Q[/ZMMKM
found itself in was severe
to the extent that a second
bailout is required.
However, discussions
within the country to reach
a term of agreement for
the bailout was hindered
JaNITTQVOKWVÅLMVKMQV\PM
country’s prime minister.
Papandreou barely survived
I^W\MWN KWVÅLMVKMJIKS
in June, followed by another
^W\MWN KWVÅLMVKM\PQ[XI[\
Saturday.
Papandreou has been
strongly pushing for the
passing of the bailout,
which would require that
Greece slash government

jobs, reduce pensions and
privatize businesses. The
[MKWVLJIQTW]\WZÅVIVKing package, would infuse
Greece’s economy with
$130 billion euros ($179.7
billion USD).
But having survived
;I\]ZLIa¼[^W\MWN KWVÅdence, Papandreou met
with the opposition party’s
leader, Antonis Samaras, to
discuss setting up a coalition
government to run Greece.
Papandreou agreed to step
down as the prime minister
on the condition that the
$130 billion euro bailout
deal is approved.
The goal of the bailout
is to reduce Greece’s debts
to a manageable point
where additional bailouts
won’t be required to sustain
the country. In order for the
second aid package to be
passed, the government will
need the backing of 180
lawmakers.
The current economic
future for Greece is still

tumultuous at best, as
the possibility of Greece
defaulting on its debts could
have severe repercussions
throughout the Eurozone.
Economists have voiced
concerns over the second
bailout due to additional
austerity measures it would
impose upon Greece,
believing that those mea[]ZM[_W]TLVW\JMJMVMÅcial. Peter Morici, former
chief economist at the US
International Trade Commission, said that those
“draconian austerity measures” will “further drive up
unemployment, and shrink
Greece’s economy and tax
base at an alarming pace,
placing in jeopardy eventual repayment of Athens’
remaining debt.”
Some have even called
for Greece to return to
its pre-euro currency, the
drachma.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF IBTIMES.COM

Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou meets with opposition leader Antonis Samaras. The two are collaborating to end the budget crisis in Greece.

Technology
ITSC to host Steam-sponsored LAN party in Centennial
Brenna Casey
TECHNOLOGY COLUMN

On Nov. 12, the Information Technology and Security Club will be hosting
another Local Area Network (LAN) party
from 4 p.m. to midnight at Centennial Hall
in room 350.
4)6XIZ\QM[ÅZ[\WZQOQVI\ML_PMVLQIT
up was a more common form of Internet
connection and, since then, have evolved
in order to help gaming enthusiasts reduce
lag time and come together for the ultimate
gaming experience. For those who are not
familiar with “geek-speak,” lagging refers
to the difference between the computer’s
[XMMLIVLIVQVLQ^QL]IT¼[ZMÆM`M[
The LAN party will be both Mac and

PC friendly with additional prizes for the
winners of each gaming session. Thanks
to the LAN Party Committee, the ITS
Club event will be sponsored by Steam
and has been granted 20 accounts paid in
N]TTNWZ\PM_MMSMVL<PMÅZ[\XTIaMZ[
who RSVP to the event will be able to take
advantage of this offer.
Games will include Age of Empires
2, Team Fortress 2, and Counter-Strike
Source, which are all Steam and Valve
productions. While discussing the potential
for a LAN party in the ECC building on
campus, numerous individuals approached
ITS club president Joshua Platz and other
members of the ITS Club interested in attending the event.
Grant Thoma, a 4th year electrical

engineering student at SCSU, explained
that he has always been interested in gaming and became familiar with the ITS Club
and their LAN parties through friends and
ÆQMZ[\PZW]OPW]\KIUX][
“Nerd speak, it’s perfect,” Thoma said,
“You have pizza, just enough lag to rage
at… It’s exactly how a LAN party should
be.” Another additional feature that the
ITS boasts at its LAN parties are their dedicated servers and experienced gamers.
The last LAN party lasted a whole 10
hours; however, this semester’s event is
expected only to continue for eight.
Derek Winters, a senior at SCSU
majoring in network information security,
explained that the club is made up of “a
great group of guys and Juliette Ahles.”

Additionally, the ITS Club has sought
to become an active part of the surrounding community by organizing a clean up
along the riverside. Those who participate
in the community outreach program will
receive an additional $3 off of the original
gaming fee for Saturday’s LAN party.
The cost per player is $10, which not
only includes the session but pizza and soda
as well. Platz expects that this LAN party
will have a great turnout as more than 20
members are expected to participate in
Saturday’s event.
For more information, or to take part
in the LAN party, check out the ITS Club’s
Facebook page.
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Local news bulletin: Oct. 31- Nov. 6
Dayton announces new
health care task force
/W^MZVWZ5IZS,Ia\WV
IVVW]VKMLIVM`MK]\Q^M
WZLMZ\PQ[_MMS\PI\M[\IJTQ[PM[IVM_[\I\M\I[SNWZKM
WVPMIT\PKIZMZMNWZU
<PMRWJWN \PM\I[SNWZKM
_QTTJM\WM`IUQVMPW_
\WPWTLLW_VKW[\[_PQTM
QUXZW^QVOIKKM[[\WPMIT\P
KW^MZIOMQV5QVVM[W\I
<PMWZLMZZMY]QZM[\PM
[\I\M+WUUMZKM,MXIZ\UMV\IVL\PMUMUJMZ
\I[SNWZKM\WLM[QOVIVL
LM^MTWXIPMIT\PQV[]ZIVKM
M`KPIVOM
<PM\I[SNWZKM_QTTLM^MTWX[\ZI\MOQM[\PI\QUXZW^M
IKKM[[\WPMIT\PKIZMNWZ
ITT5QVVM[W\IV[MVKW]ZIOMXZM^MV\I\Q^MKIZMIVL
ZM_IZLPMIT\PaW]\KWUM[
IVLQUXZW^M\PMPMIT\PWN 
all Minnesotans.
<PMM`KPIVOMISMaXIZ\
WN \PMNMLMZITPMIT\PKIZM
TI__QTTIK\I[IVWVTQVM
UIZSM\XTIKM_PMZMKWV[]UMZ[KIVJ]aIVLKWUXIZM
PMIT\PQV[]ZIVKM[\IZ\QVOQV
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session.
Dayton appointed repre[MV\I\Q^M[NZWU\PMILUQVistration, business, labor,
VWVXZWÅ\OZW]X[IVLPMIT\P
KIZMWZOIVQbI\QWV[<PMZM
are four seats designated for
\PM:MX]JTQKIVKWV\ZWTTML
Legislature.
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Staff

Human remains found
near Granite Falls
)]\PWZQ\QM[IZM_WZSQVO\WQLMV\QNaP]UIVZMUIQV[
\PI\_MZMLQ[KW^MZMLQVI_WWLMLIZMIQVAMTTW_5MLQKQVM
County.
<PM5QL_M[\5MLQKIT-`IUQVMZ¼[7NÅKMQV)VWSIQ[
M`IUQVQVO\PMZMUIQV[NW]VL;I\]ZLIaJaIUIV_PW_I[
[KW]\QVOW]\P]V\QVO[XW\[
AMTTW_5MLQKQVM+W]V\a;PMZQNN *QTT.TI\MV[Ia[PM
PWXM[QLMV\QÅKI\QWVKIVJMUILMJa\PMMVLWN \PM_MMS
.TI\MVIT[W[IQL\PMZMUIQV[IXXMIZML\WPI^MJMMV
\PMZMNWZI_PQTMJ]\\PI\VWXW[Q\Q^MQLMV\QÅKI\QWVPI[JMMV
made.
<PQ[LQ[KW^MZaKWUM[VMIZTa[M^MVUWV\P[IN\MZaMIZ
WTL-ZQK5IZ\QVMb;WTWZbIVWLQ[IXXMIZMLQV\PMIZMI\PM
remains were found.
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The collapsed bluff sent coal ash and debris into
Lake Michigan.

Bluff collapses at power
plant near Lake Michigan
)JT]NN QV?Q[KWV[QVKWTTIX[MLWV5WVLIa[MVLQVOU]L
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<PMZM_MZMVWLMI\P[WZQVR]ZQM[I[[WKQI\ML_Q\P\PM
landslide.
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aIZL[TWVOIVL aIZL[_QLMI\\PMJW\\WU
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 <MVVM[[MMKWITI[PXWVL_I[PW]\\PI\KZMI\MLILM^I[tating environmental disaster.
<PMKWTTIX[M_I[VMIZIVM_IQZY]ITQ\aKWV\ZWT[a[\MU
]VLMZKWV[\Z]K\QWV
)N\MZ\PMKWTTIX[MI]\PWZQ\QM[_MZM\M[\QVO\PM[WQTNWZ
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KWTTIX[M
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Joe Edmonds

skyrocketing out of control, the
workforce has been in shambles
COPY EDITOR
because of the economic recession.
A college student has many
Currently, the unemployment rate
problems. The majority of students
sits at 9 percent, a number which is
have a full class load with projects
making many members of Conand papers due every week. Many
gress sweat. The rate for Minnesota
also have jobs that they rely on for
is slightly lower at 6.9 percent, but
necessities, such as rent and food,
anything higher than 5 percent
on top of paying thousands of
causes many to begin to take notice.
dollars every year for school. After
With no peak in sight for the
all of this, attempting to balance
rising costs of tuition and a cona social life and a regular sleep
sistently high unemployment rate
schedule is something that many
across the country, it leaves me to
[\]LMV\[ÅVL^MZaKPITTMVOQVO?PI\ wonder how some people think they
these students do not realize is how
will get a job solely because they
LQNÅK]T\Q\Q[\WJZMISQV\W\PM_WZS
have a degree. Employers are lookforce with no experience.
ing for people with job experience.
These same students will eventu- For recent graduates, this is unally graduate, or not, with no type
derstandable. They are competing
of job experience that employwith many people who have been
ers are looking for. Many of the
_WZSQVOQV\PMQZÅMTLNWZU]KPTWVprograms available through their
ger than they have and have many
college, which offer job experiences
more years of experience. Struggles
that many people will look for, are
are expected.
turned down. Students do not see
An education is the most
these programs as necessary, and
under-appreciated thing that every
will often direct their focus elseAmerican is offered. People all over
where.
the world are denied an education
The results of this decision
because they lack a public educabecome apparent when they apply
tion program, oppressive governfor a job. They turn in their resume ments or, in many places, severe
and wait patiently, while the person
poverty. Although many people in
reviewing it has already thrown it in America are aware of this, many
the trash. With no job experience or more take public education proÅMTL\ZIQVQVO\PQ[Q[\PMWVTaXTIKM
grams for granted.
these resumes are guaranteed to
The numerous amounts of colend up.
leges across the nation are still seen
A recent study by CNNMoney
in the same way that many high
showed that the average student
schools are seen, and this is where
that graduated in 2010 owed
the problem comes from. College
$25,250. Graduates in 2009 owed
was made for career and life trainan average of 5 percent less. With
ing. The practice of learning on the
record high costs for colleges and
job and through experience instead
students graduating with no job
of a textbook is what separates
experience, this leaves many to
those that will have a job after they
wonder what these people will do if
graduate, and those that will be
nobody will look at their resume.
unemployed.
On top of tuition costs that are

Follow Jobs’ leadership in government
Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

David Gregory in his Sunday morning show
“Meet the Press” in the last two weeks asked at his
roundtable, “Why can’t we have leaders like Steve
Jobs in the government?”
No doubt, Steve Jobs is a legacy in the media
and computing industry. With his passing, many
people began questioning if his leadership style
could be adapted and applied into the current
government system as the political campaigns
began ramping up.
Jobs’ approach to management is different
from others. Last May, an article in Fortune magazine described Apple as “a brutal and unforgiving
place, where accountability is strictly enforced
and decisions are swift, and communication is
articulated clearly from the top.” Jobs is said to be
decisive and controlling. The “but we’ve always
done it that way” doesn’t cut it at Apple, wrote
Robert Knisely in a Governing’s article.
Knisely explained that Jobs met with his senior
team each Monday to review results, strategies
and ongoing projects. On Wednesday, he would
hold a marketing and communication meeting. In
these meetings, orders are clearly articulated and
the “DRI” – directly responsible individual – is
QLMV\QÅML
And that was how Jobs did it; he made sure
that all important issues are followed up and responded to in an organized fashion. “Sometimes,”
Knisely wrote, “saying ‘no’ is as important as
saying ‘yes.’”
So what are some lessons that we can take
away from this legend whom had revolutionized leadership in world of computing, music
and publishing? There are some comparisons we
can make between this authentic leader and our
democratic government.
Communication. Obviously innovation is
MVKW]ZIOML)UWZMLMUWKZI\QKÆW_WN KWU-

munication is desirable throughout governmental
organizations. Knisely criticized former Defense
;MKZM\IZa,WVITL:]U[NMTL¼[¹[VW_ÆISM[ºKWUmunication – myriad memos asking questions,
issuing orders – but were never followed up.
Innovation of new communication tools may
help the government teams and divisions to disseminate information more effectively. Tools may
include blogs, iPhone apps and other meeting
collaboration gizmos such as Skype.
Risk-taking. Mike Murphy, a Republican
strategist, said at Gregory’s roundtable that Jobs
vision for the revolution of technology and user
experience is long term while the government’s
vision for the people are usually short term, when
compared the two.
Hence, governors cannot treat their people as
merely consumers like what Jobs may have done
with his business. Peter Senge in his 1990 book
“The Fifth Discipline” said that businesses have
freedom to experiment what’s missing in the open
society. The government, however, does not have
such luxury. And Knisely said they must never
have the freedom to fail the people.
Authenticity. What seemed to lack in government organizations are the aura, novelty, and
beauty in leadership. Jobs is famed by his irony
and temper, his signature style and passion. In
some many ways, politicians should learn this art
of persuasion from Jobs.
“His ability to capture public imagination
and engineer surprise; even the black turtleneck… That’s the stuff artists are made of,” wrote
Gianpiero Petriglieri, associate professor of Organizational Behavior at INSEAD, on Forbes article
“How Steve Jobs Reinvented Leadership.”
As the Republican candidates come face-toface with Obama, should the nation be expecting
more of a charismatic delivery, rather than the
traditional presidential debate?
We shall see.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

We can’t wait: helping manage student loan debt
Over the last few weeks,
I’ve had the opportunity
to get out of Washington
and talk with folks across
the country about how we
can create jobs and get our
economy growing faster.
This is a tough time for
a lot of Americans – especially young people. You’ve
come of age at a time of
profound change. The
world has gotten more connected, but it’s also gotten
more competitive. And for
decades, too many of our
institutions – from Washington to Wall Street – failed
to adapt, culminating in the
_WZ[\ÅVIVKQITKZQ[Q[IVL
recession since the Great
Depression.
For the last three years,
we’ve worked to stabilize
the economy, and we’ve
made some progress. But
we still have a long way
to go. And now, as you’re
getting ready to head out
into the world, many of you
are watching your friends
and classmates struggle to
ÅVL_WZSAW]¼ZM_WVLMZing what’s in store for your
future, and I know that can
be scary.
The truth is, the
economic problems we
face today didn’t happen
overnight, and they won’t
be solved overnight. But
the fact that you’re investing
in your education right now

tells me that you believe
in the future of America.
You want to be a part of
it. And you know that
there are steps we can take
right now to put Americans
back to work and give our
economy a boost.
The problem is, there
are some in Washington
who just don’t share that
sense of urgency. That’s
why it’s been so disappointing to see Republicans
in Congress block jobs
bills from going forward
– bills that independent
economists say could create
millions of jobs though the
kinds of proposals supported by Democrats and
Republicans in the past.
Now, the best way to
attack our economic challenges and put hundreds of
thousands of people back
to work is through bold
action in Congress. That’s
why I’m going to keep
demanding that Members
of Congress to vote on
common-sense, paid-for
jobs proposals. And I hope
you’ll send them a message
to do the right thing for
your future, and the future
of our country.
But we can’t wait for
Congress to do its job. So
where they won’t act, I will.
That’s why, I’ve announced
a new policy that will help
families whose home values

IMAGE COURTESY OF WHITE HOUSE
OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS

PI^MNITTMVZMÅVIVKM\PMQZ
mortgages and save thousands of dollars. We made
it easier for veterans to get
jobs putting their skills to
work in hospitals and community health centers.
And at the University
of Colorado at Denver, I
announced steps we’re taking to make college more

affordable and to make it
even easier for students like
you to get out of debt faster.
Michelle and I know
what it feels like to leave
school with a mountain
of debt. We didn’t come
from wealthy families. By
the time we both graduated from law school, we
had about $120,000 worth

of debt between us. And
even though we were lucky
enough to land good jobs
with steady incomes, it still
took us almost 10 years
\WÅVITTaXIaQ\ITTWNN1\
wasn’t easy.
Living with that much
debt forces you to make
some tough choices. And
when a big chunk of every
paycheck goes towards
student loans, it isn’t just
painful for you – it’s painful
to our economy and harmful to our recovery.
That’s why we’re making changes that will give
about 1.6 million students
the ability to cap their loan
payments at 10 percent of
their income starting next
year. We’re also going to
take steps to help you consolidate your loans so that
instead of making multiple
payments to multiple lenders every month, you only
have to make one payment
a month at a better interest
rate. And we want to start
giving students a simple
fact sheet called “Know
Before You Owe” so you
can have all the information
you need to make your own
decision about paying for
college. That’s something
Michelle and I wish we had.
These changes will make
a real difference for millions
of Americans. We’ll help
UWZMaW]VOXMWXTMÅO]ZM

out how to afford college.
We’ll put more money in
your pocket after you graduate. We’ll make it easier
to buy a house or save for
retirement. And we’ll give
our economy a boost at a
time when it desperately
needs it.
That’s not just important for our country right
now – it’s important for our
future. Michelle and I are
where we are today because
our college education gave
us a chance. Our parents
and their generation worked
IVL[IKZQÅKML\WPIVLLW_V
the dream of opportunity
to us.
Now it’s our turn. That
dream of opportunity is
what I want for my daughters, and for all of you.
And even in these tough
times, we are going to make
that dream real once again.
In the weeks ahead,
I’m going to keep doing
everything in my power to
make a difference for the
American people – including young people like you.
Because here in America,
_PMV_MÅVLIXZWJTMU_M
Å`Q\?PMV_MNIKMIKPITlenge, we meet it. We don’t
wait. And I hope you’ll join
me.
Barack Obama
44th President,
United States
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday, Nov.
7 at 8 p.m.
The Fabulous Armadillos
- Midnight Special at The
Pioneer Place, Monday,
Nov. 7, Tuesday, Nov. 8,
Wednesday, Nov. 9 and
Thursday Nov. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Open Mic Night at The
Atwood Memorial Center
Quarry, Wednesday, Nov. 9 at
8 p.m.
Confessions of a Lazy
Hmong Woman at the
Performing Arts Center,
Wednesday, Nov. 9 at
7 p.m.
Jim McAlister Art Opening
at the Local Blend, Thursday,
Nov. 10 at 5 p.m.
Charmin Michelle and Twin
Cities Jazz Imports at House
of Pizza, Friday, Nov. 12 at 7
p.m.
Lisa Lynn at the Local Blend,
Friday, Nov. 11 at 8 p.m.
Boyd Lee at the
Veranda Lounge, Friday, Nov.
11 at 9 p.m.
Wicked Sister Dance Theatre
at The Pioneer Place Main
Stage, Friday Nov. 11 and
Saturday, Nov. 12 at 7:30 and
Sunday Nov. 13 at 2 p.m.
American Spirit Concert at
Ritsche Auditorium, Saturday,
Nov. 12 at 7 p.m.

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Noam Shamesky (See Yang), Fareed Despairia (Amee Vang), Sainted Rick (Stephanie DeBettignies) and Glenn Beckons
(Joe Nelson) speak to the problems of the world during Wednesday’s performance of ‘Box’.

Students recreate tale of Pandora’s ‘Box’
Molly Willms
THEATER REVIEW

When you expose yourself to performance art on at least a weekly basis, it’s
easy to get caught in the monotony of it all.
As a student who grew up in Minnesota,
I’ve been lucky enough to see some wonderful performances over the years of my
short life.
I was looking for something new last
week, and I found it. Not surprisingly, the
supplier was SCSU’s Players Performance
Group and professor Jennifer Tuder.
The group recently created a performance called “Box”. The show was based
on the concept of Pandora’s box: the legend of a girl who discovers a box left by the
gods which contains every evil in the world.
The last thing to emerge from Pandora’s
box, however, is hope.
Tuder got the idea to modernize the
tale in May of 2011. She said she’d noticed
things changing: more people were suddenly talking about the end of the world.
“It seems as though the world is ending
everywhere you look: from predictions of
\PM:IX\]ZM\WKZQ\QKITTaIKKTIQUMLÅTU[
like ‘Contagion’ to the craze for zombies,”
Tuder said in her director’s notes. “Moreover, it almost seems as if we are anticipating it with equal amounts of dread and
eagerness. Why? What are we looking
for when we contemplate the end of all
things?”
The play begins with four thinly^MQTMLQV\MZXZM\I\QWV[WN X]JTQKÅO]ZM[
(Glenn Beckons, Fareed Despairia, Noam
Shamesky and Sainted Rick) talking about
the problems of the world as they saw it.
The four are lit eerily in red as they each
hold their own totem: a chalkboard, a copy
of Newsweek, Noam Chomsky’s “9-11”
and a tea cup, respectively.
After each exits, Dora (Caitlin Hites)
enters and addresses the audience as survivors, like herself. She then begins to act
W]\\PM[\WZaWN ÅVLQVOIJW`QV\PMTQJZIZa
around the religion, philosophy and politics
sections. She takes the box home and, after
debating with her roommates, opens it.
They each describe the experience differently, but each experiences terror.
After the box is opened, all hell breaks
loose. Professors and students get into
screaming matches, people get robbed,
shooting rampages break out on campus
and over the world. Soon, everyone must
evacuate or risk being shot by the military
or police. Dora hides out and eventually
calls a meeting of all her fellow hideaways,
asking whether she should reopen the box.
She believes there may be something good
remaining that can be released. The group
can’t agree on what to do, and still hasn’t
by curtain.
While the initial idea was Tuder’s, the
play was created through a collaborative
process with the actors and members of
Players. Tuder would instruct the actors to
improvise dialogue, which she then transcribed and made into the working script.
The technical side of the show was

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Character Dora (Caitlin Hites) debates reopening the box from whence she
thinks a recent evil has emerged, hoping that something good remains to be
released in the performance of ‘Box’ put on Wednesday and Thursday night.

simplistic: the set consisted of a couch and
a few chairs. The projector was used to
display news reports and the evacuation
message.
An interesting touch was that the play
was set on the SCSU campus. Tuder said it
was easier to do it that way, but it also made
the audience feel more connected and part
of the story.
The characters were real. Students used
simple dialogue, other roles spoke accordingly. Each actor’s post-apocalypse character was improvised and researched by them,
and it showed: not a line was arbitrary or
misplaced.
The production was simple and some
WN \PMIK\WZ[_MZMÅZ[\\QUMZ[.WZWVKM1

was thankful for these elements. The play
was less a theatrical production and more a
piece of performance art: stylized to inspire
thought and discussion. The simplicity of
the show complemented the message by
not distracting from it.
As an experience, the play was a hit.
It was timely and thought-provoking, and
it was inspiring as always to see students
taking part in a collaborative process and
enriching their education by doing.
Those who missed it should be sorry,
but should keep their eyes peeled for future
Players Performance Group events. Never
has one failed to make me think, not to
mention rethink the mores of theater.

The SCSU Choral
Department presents Music
at St. Mary’s Concert at
the Cathedral of St. Mary’s,
Sunday, Nov. 13 at 3 p.m.
Visual Arts Minnesota
presents Works by Bill
Ellingson at 912 Regency
Plaza, Nov. 2 - Nov. 30

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Jen Tuder discusses the collaborative production ‘Box’ with the audience after its debut
performance.

Dora (Caitlin Hites) sits with a mysterious box she has recently deiscovered in the library, as part of the performance of ‘Box’.
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Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

You’re  all  about  informal  
socializing  today.  Skip  the  big  
social  events  today.

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

In  a  business  or  school  
environment,  you’re  
approaching  a  critical  point  for  
growth.

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

Just  because  your  phone  isn’t  
ringing  doesn’t  mean  people  
aren’t  interested.

Taurus 4/20 - 5/20

Don’t  let  yourself  get  caught  
up  in  the  moment.  You  
shouldn’t  be  in  a  hurry  now.  

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

If  you  listened  to  all  the  advice  
you  were  given  you’d  never  
get  anything  done.  

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

People  have  long  memories  -  
so  invest  in  making  yourself  a  
good  memory.

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

The  fastest  way  to  learn  
something  about  yourself  is  to  
explore  your  limits.

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

Someone  reveals  their  true  
sense  of  purpose  today  -  and  it  
just  might  match  yours!

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

Two  different  emotions  are  in  
your  heart  today.  Send  them  to  
your  head  and  think.  

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21

You  have  plenty  of  energy,  but  
not  much  to  do.  So  keep  busy  
helping  others.  

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21

You  have  reached  the  end  of  a  
journey.  So  stop  your  engines  
and  enjoy  things.

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

You  need  a  stimulating  dose  of  
culture  today  -  go  shopping  for  
a  new  music  CD.
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Henderson mixes classical with jazz
Chelsea Christman

W^MZ\PMaMIZ[;PM_I[\PM
XZQVKQXITÆ]\MNWZ?QVL-V[MUJTM[QVKM[PM_I[WVTaI
Dressed in a black
senior in high school, and
gown, a fourth-year student PI[KWV\QV]ML\WIL^IVKMQV
takes the stage at the Ruth
\PMU][QKXZWOZIU
Grant Recital Hall. With
¹5][QK-LUIRWZ[IZM
PMZÆ]\MQVPIVL[PMJMOQV[ ZMY]QZML\WLWIZMKQ\ITIVL
\WXTIa6W\M[ÅTT\PMIQZTQSM 1[\IZ\MLXTIVVQVOUQVM\PQ[
a soft lullaby.
past spring,” Henderson
The SCSU student,
said.
Melissa Henderson, lets her
Henderson said she
ÅVOMZ[UW^MMI[QTaIKZW[[
worked closely with her
PMZÆ]\M)5][QK-L]KIteacher, Professor Melissa
\QWV1V[\Z]UMV\ITUIRWZ
Krause, to plan the recital.
[PMXMZNWZU[PMZZMY]QZML
¹1¼^MZMITTaMVRWaMLPMZI[
recital. Her hours of lessons a teacher. We decided I
and participation in enshould do the recital this
[MUJTM[_MZM_WZ\P_PQTM
[MUM[\MZJMKI][M1IUOW)T\PW]OP\PMÆ]\MQ[PMZ QVO\W;W]\P)NZQKIQV\PM
UIQVQV[\Z]UMV\0MVLMZspring,” Henderson said.
son can also play the piano
Henderson and Krause
and has knowledge of all
LMKQLMLWV[Q`XQMKM[¹<PM
JIVLQV[\Z]UMV\[¹1¼^M
XQMKM[IZMITTNZWULQNNMZMV\
XTIaML\PMÆ]\MNWZaMIZ[ \QUMXMZQWL[1MVRWaRIbb
now,” Henderson said. Still, and classical, so it is a good
[PM[IQLPI[JMMVQV^WT^ML
UQ`WN \PM\_Wº0MVLMZ_Q\PU][QKI\;+;=[QVKM
son said.
[PM_I[aMIZ[WTL
In preparation, HenHenderson has been
derson said she practiced
QV^WT^MLQV2Ibb7ZKPM[I\TMI[\PW]Z[XMZ_MMS
\ZIIVL?QVL-V[MUJTM
before the recital debut.
BEAT REPORTER

)KKWUXIVQMLJaIVIZZIaWN QV[\Z]UMV\[QVKT]LQVOXQIVWLZ]U[O]Q\IZ
[I`WXPWVM[IVLUWZM
depending on the song,
Henderson showcased her
talents in different genres.
;PMXTIaMLM^MZa\PQVONZWU
KTI[[QKIT\WUWZM]XJMI\
RIbb[WVO[1V\PMRIbbQMZ
songs, she hooked up her
Æ]\M\WIVIUXTQÅMZ
With six pieces total,
0MVLMZ[WVXTIaML¹)VLIV\M8I[WZITM\;KPMZbM\\QVWº
by Paul Taffanel. Next, she
XTIaML¹;WVI\IQV-5QVWZº
Ja+8-*IKPIVL\PMV
¹,]WNWZ.T]\MIVL8QIVWº
Ja)IZWV+WXTIVL
)N\MZI[PWZ\QV\MZUQ[sion, Henderson took the
stage again to play her three
ÅVIT[WVO[.WTTW_QVO\PM
ÅZ[\[TW_MZ[WVO[[PMRIbbML
Q\]X_Q\P5QSM5W_MZ¼[
¹;WVI\I4I\QVW"5^\
Salsa Montunante.” HenLMZ[WV\PMVXTIaML¹?I^Mº
Ja)V\WVQW+IZTW[2WJQU
and ended with a bang.
)KKWUXIVQMLJaIN]TT[\IOM

WN QV[\Z]UMV\[[PMZWKSML
W]\¹;M[W[LM0]M[W[ºJa
*WJ5MaMZ
0MVLMZ[WVZMKMQ^ML
_QTLIXXTI][MIN\MZM^MZa
[WVO)VI\\MVLMMJZW]OP\
PMZÆW_MZ[I\\PMMVLWN 
the show, and the audience
KTIXXMLIVLKPMMZML)N\MZward, there was a reception
QV\PMKPWQZZWWU
Henderson is also
QV^WT^MLQV+PQ)TXPI
+PZQ[\QIV.MTTW_[PQXWZOIVQbI\QWV¹1\¼[TQSMIaW]\P
group with worship,” she
[IQL;PMXTIa[\PMÆ]\MQV
the worship band and helps
_Q\PTMILMZ[PQXUMM\QVO[
for the group. Through Chi
)TXPI0MVLMZ[WVUM\PMZ
best friend, Carly Mott.
Mott, an SCSU sophoUWZMPI[SVW_V0MVderson for about a year
IVLPITN)VMTMUMV\IZa
ML]KI\QWVUIRWZ_PWTQSM
Henderson, is in the HonWZ[XZWOZIU5W\\[IQL[PM
SMX\J]UXQVOQV\WPMZ
¹;PMQ[R][\IJMI]\QN]T
IUIbQVOXMZ[WVº5W\\

said. The two bonded
Y]QKSTaIVL5W\\[IQL[PM
respects Henderson as a
U][QKQIV
¹1¼UIUIbMLI\PW_
U][QKQ[[]KPIJQOXIZ\WN 
her. She has such a huge
gift,” Mott said.
7N KW]Z[M5W\\I\tended the recital to support
her friend. She also set up
\PMZMNZM[PUMV\[IVL[VIKS[
NWZ\PMZMKMX\QWV¹1\PQVSQ\
was beautiful, and I did not
PMIZPMZUM[[]XWVKMJMKI][M[PM_I[[WKITUº[PM
[IQLWN \PMXMZNWZUIVKM
<PZW]OPPMZUIRWZ
Henderson is able to teach
SQVLMZOIZ\MV\PZW]OP\P
OZILM¹5aLZMIURWJ
_W]TLJM\W\MIKPMTMUMVtary education,” she said
about her future.
0MVLMZ[WV¼[Æ]\MZMKQ\IT
_I[WV;I\]ZLIa6W^
QV\PM8MZNWZUQVO)Z\[
Center Ruth Grant Recital
Hall. She entertained and
LQ[XTIaMLPMZ\ITMV\NZWU
XU\WXU<PMXMZNWZUIVKM_I[NZMM

Panel discusses beauty’s toxic effects
Chelsea Christman
BEAT REPORTER

\PI\MIKP<W`QK<ZQWKPMUQcal has horrible side-effects
including eye irritation,
nose bleeds, coughing,
PMILIKPM[LQbbQVM[[IVL
UWZM,QJ]\aTXP\PITI\MPI[
M^MVJMMVTQVSML\WZMXZWL]K\Q^MXZWJTMU[
*a[PW_QVOI^QLMW
clip, the panel highlighted
the daily struggles of the
[ITWV_WZSMZ[7VM[ITWV
MUXTWaMM_I[MQOP\UWV\P[
pregnant and lost her child.
¹1\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\WUISM

KWUXIVQM[JMUWZMWXMV
and honest about what
ingredients are in their
products and the effects
\PMaPI^MWVW]ZJWLQM[º
*W]ITW]IVO[IQL
6I\QWVIT)[QIV8IKQÅK)UMZQKIV?WUMV¼[
.WZ]UIVWZOIVQbI\QWV\PI\
¹JZQLOM[\PMUIVaQ[[]M[
\PI\KWVNZWV\)81_WUMV
IVL\PMQZKWUU]VQ\QM[º_I[
QV^WT^MLI[_MTT
)TM`>IVO;+;=[\]LMV\IVL6)8)?.UMU-

Do you know what is
in your nail polish? Pick
]XIJW\\TM+IVaW]M^MV
pronounce the ingredients?
)ZIVOMWN KPMUQKIT[IZM
inside beauty products like
nail polish, and one class is
raising awareness about the
LIVOMZ[WN \PMUMZKPIVdise.
8ZWNM[[WZ0MLa<ZQXX¼[
1V\ZW\W)[QIV)UMZQKIV
Studies class showcased
IXZM[MV\I\QWV\WQVNWZU
students about the realities
WN PIZUN]TJMI]\aXZWL]K\[
<PMa\Q\TMLQ\<W`QK*MI]\a
<ZQXX[IQL[PMWZOIVQbML
her students into differMV\KWUUQ\\MM[QVKT]LQVO
UIZSM\QVOXIVMT[XMISQVO
8W_MZ8WQV\M^IT]I\QWVIVL
petition.
>QLI*W]ITW]IVOI
third year student, was
the leader of the panel, or
[XMISQVOKWUUQ\\MM
¹<PQ[Q[IVQUXWZ\IV\
Q[[]M\PI\VW\UIVaXMWXTM
SVW_IJW]\1\¼[[KIZa\PI\
_MLWV¼\M^MVSVW__PI\
is in our products and how
\PMaINNMK\][º*W]ITW]IVO
said.
The panel prepared the
presentation, taking control
WN \PMZWWUJaLM[KZQJQVO
\PMKPMUQKIT[<PMa[\IZ\ML
_Q\P\PM¹<W`QK<ZQWºWN 
807<7+7=:<-;A7.8-88-:516<8):3+75
NWZUITLMPaLM\WT]MVMIVL Chemicals such as formaldehyde, toluene and dibudibutyl phthalate.
tyl phthalate can be found in beauty products.
The group explained

ber, said it is a national orOIVQbI\QWV¹1\¼[TQSMIP]OM
sisterhood and support
[a[\MU<PQ[<W`QK*MI]\a
M^MV\XMZ\IQV[\W6)8)?.
because it deals with asian
_WUMVº>IVO[IQL
8ZWNM[[WZ<ZQXX¼[KTI[[
QUXZM[[MLPMZ_Q\P\PM
[]KKM[[N]TM^MV\¹1X]\
\WOM\PMZ\PMI[[QOVUMV\JMKI][M1IUWV\PMVI\QWVIT
JWIZLWN 6)8)?.IVL
\PMWZOIVQbI\QWVÅ\[QV\W
)[QIV)UMZQKIV;\]LQM[1
thought it would be a good
[MZ^QKMTMIZVQVOXZWRMK\º
Tripp said.
7^MZXMWXTM
[PW_ML]XNWZ\PMM^MV\
packing the South Voyager
ZWWU0MZKTI[[[PW_KI[ML
a Powerpoint presentation,
explained the issue and also
[PW_MLI^QLMWKTQX
¹<PMa[PW_KI[ML\PM
[]JRMK\QVI[PWZ\\QUMIVL
JZW]OP\I_IZMVM[[1R][\
XZW^QLML[\Z]K\]ZMIVL
directions and then told the
kids to go for it,” Tripp said.
)N\MZ\PMXZM[MV\I\QWV
the students passed out
M^IT]I\QWVNWZU[\WZMKMQ^M
NMMLJIKSNZWU\PMO]M[\[
-IKP[\]LMV\_I[IT[WZMsponsible for collecting ten
signatures on a petition to
[\WX\PM][MWN \PMKPMUQcals. They are sending the
XM\Q\QWV\W5QKPMTM*IKPUIVVIN\MZ<PIVS[OQ^QVO
¹0WXMN]TTa_M_QTTPI^M
W^MZ[QOVI\]ZM[_PMV
we are done,” Tripp said.

The petition and letter
]ZOM[*IKPUIVV\WZMXMIT
\PM+W[UM\QK[)K\WN ! 
QV[]XXWZ\WN \PM0:!
+W[UM\QK[)K\WN 
<PMIK\_QTTOQ^M\PM=;
.WWLIVL,Z]O)LUQVQ[\ZI\QWVI]\PWZQ\a\W¹MV[]ZM
personal care products are
NZMMWN PIZUN]TQVOZMLQMV\[
and that ingredients are
fully disclosed” instead of
allowing the products to be
self-regulated.
The students detail
\PMPIZUN]TMNNMK\[WN \PM
KPMUQKIT[QV\PMJMI]\a
product industry and
QV[Q[\IVM_TI__QTT¹JM\\MZXZW\MK\KWV[]UMZ[ºJa
¹MUXPI[QbQVO\PM[INM\aWN 
personal care products.”
¹?MVMMLXMWXTM\WJM
aware and to take action
by pushing the legislature.
We can also use the social
UMLQI\W[XZMIL\PM_WZLº
*W]ITW]IVO[IQL
<PM<W`QK*MI]\a
presentation took place on
<P]Z[LIa6W^QV
\PM;W]\P>WaIOMZZWWU
<PM[TQLM[PW_IVL^QLMW
_MZMNWTTW_MLJaIY]M[tion and answer session
lead by the panel. It lasted
NZWUXU\WXU.WZ
UWZMQVNWZUI\QWVWZ\WOM\
QV^WT^ML^Q[Q\6)8)?.WZO
or contact Professor Hedy
Tripp for the petition.
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Janet Lobberecht’s work displayed in Kiehle
Chelsea Christman
BEAT REPORTER

Pristine, seemingly 3-D prints hang in SCSU’s Kiehle Gallery.
Opposite the wall with the exhibit of photographed prints is a
contrasting display of graphite drawings. The untitled works by
artist Janet Lobberecht are the products of her creativity.
Titled “Grid_Time/space_Arc. 1,” the exhibition is a combination of unique works. Incorporating both drawings and prints,
it offers a portrayal of Lobberecht’s talents.
“The drawings became endurance and time pieces. I would
[\IZ\WVMI\MQOP\QV\PMUWZVQVOIVLÅVQ[PI\UQLVQOP\[WMIKP
drawing was a one-sitting event,” Lobberecht said.
For materials, she brushed a base of oil paint onto the paper.
Then, she drew a grid while letting the paint dry at different
intervals. “I used a mechanical pencil, and, depending on the
IUW]V\WN \QUM1TM\\PMXIQV\LZaQ\_W]TLMQ\PMZJMUWZMZMÆMKtive or darker,” Lobberecht explained.
<PMÅVQ[PMLXQMKM[IZMLIZSM\KPMLIZKPM[_Q\P\PMTQVM[
of the grid inside, creating an appearance of small cubes. “The
drawings were about math, time, repetition, boredom, getting
into the zone, and being able to meditate. I was intrigued by the
power of repetition and endurance,” Lobberecht said.
Lobberecht doesn’t see them as drawings, but as another material. The process was almost like making fabric to her. “I think
of drawing as more of a verb than a noun,” she said.
She has shown the graphite drawings in multiple ways,
including on pedestals. In the Kiehle Gallery, she even put a nail
in the center of one drawing and popped tape behind others to
make them stand out.
Besides working tirelessly on the drawings, Lobberecht created prints as well. On the other side of the gallery, her constructions showcase a different style. They are scanned prints of

PHOTO COURTESY OF MNARTISTS.ORG

Lobberecht’s exhibit ‘Grid_Time/space_Arc. 1’ was
displayed in the Kiehle Gallery from Oct. 6 to Nov. 4.
destruction from other drawings. For example, they are made of
tape that Lobberecht peeled off other drawings, thus leaving a
mark. “It was about reduction and addition. Next to the graphite
drawings, it was like I was taken out,” Lobberecht said.
The prints include giant tape pieces, hair, graphite, and shiny
black paper. Although they appear 3-D, they are not, and the
sizes are impractical. “The prints could be about the realistic
factor, but it is not about only that. Viewers shouldn’t stop at that
one level,” Lobberecht said.
One viewer, Wuby Akalu, adored the exhibit. “The prints are
beautifully designed and abstract. I thought one looked like a bed
and another one a man,” she said.
1VÅVIVKMNWZaMIZ[)SIT]VW_\ISM[XIQV\QVOKTI[[M[I[I
hobby through SCSU, and said she is appreciating art and polishing her knowledge.

¹1TW^MIZ\IVL1ZMITTaMVRWaML\PQ[IUIbQVOOITTMZa<PMÅZ[\
time I saw the work, I thought it was 3-D, but then I touched it,
and it was smooth,” she said.
Lobberecht said she would like to do more of the kind
of work presented at SCSU, and is still thinking about the
Grid_Time/space_Arc. 1exhibit. Lobberecht said you can create
something and your thoughts can change. “I could come back
and see my work later, and the art could reveal itself differently
at different times. It’s like reading a book over again and getting
something new every time,” she said.
Lobberecht said she has adored art her entire life. Originally
from Peoria, Illinois, the 42-year-old artist graduated from the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 1994. She then lived in
Minnesota for 14 years and was the 2011 recipient of the Artist
Initiative Grant from the MN State Arts Board.
Lobberecht recently moved to New York, where she is currently attending The New School. She is working toward her
graduate degree in Transdisciplinary Design. “The program is
about social problems and working together in art; everything is
collaborative. It’s not a studio arts program, but a different way
of solving problems,” Lobberecht said.
)T\PW]OPQ\Q[LQNÅK]T\NWZPMZVW\\WJMUISQVOIZ\4WJberecht said she needs challenge to learn and explore. She said
her future is a mystery right now, but she is delving into the program and liking it. “I love to make work but I also feel like there
is more, and I am ready to always discover and learn more during
my life,” Lobberecht said.
Lobberecht’s Grid_Time/space_Arc. 1 exhibit was displayed
QV\PM3QMPTM/ITTMZaNZWU7K\\W6W^.ZMMWN KPIZOM\PM
gallery was open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and was presented by the
SCSU School of Arts. For more information about Lobberecht
and her work, visit www.janetlobberecht.com.

REVIEWS
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Õ%DWWOHßHOGÖFUHDWHVORYH
hate relationship for players
Ahmed Warraich

times it will refuse to run consistently for
more than one match. The problems I have
encountered are not isolated, as forums are
I have a confession to make; I had no
ÅTTML_Q\PXMWXTMVW\M^MVIJTM\WIK\Q^I\M
QV\MZM[\QV\PM*I\\TMÅMTL[MZQM[I[_PWTM
the game and play on the opening day.
until very recently. It was not until after
*I\\TMÅMTLQ[KMZ\IQVTaVW\IÅVQ[PML
playing the open beta that I became interproduct. The game frequently crashes,
M[\MLQVX]ZKPI[QVO*I\\TMÅMTL;WTQSM\PM freezes and even sometimes refuses to
other 100 or so people, I lined up outside
connect. In some instances it even throws
of the local GameStop to pick up my copy
players out of servers unexpectedly. The
of the game.
game initially had enough bugs to make me
5aÅZ[\QUXZM[[QWVWN \PMVM_TaZMturn it off entirely.
leased game was not a positive one. This
However, while playing on the console,
was not because the game wasn’t everythere are fewer freezes and problems. The
thing it said it would be, but the fact that
games can have a maximum of 32 players,
the typical single-player campaign is very
which many people might think is a lot less
unoriginal. There are Russians and Middle until it is experienced.
-I[\MZV\MZZWZQ[\[IVL\PW]OP*I\\TMÅMTL
In the end, I have a love/hate relationI\\MUX\ML\WUQUQK[WUMWN \PMÆIQZ
ship with the game.
that the Call of Duty series is known for, it
When the game runs well and you can
still managed to feel like a game posing as
get four more of your friends to participate,
something it is not.
there is nothing like working with your
The creators of the game have included squad to get an objective accomplished.
some co-op modes and equipment, which
When it doesn’t work (which happens more
can only be unlocked through frequent
WN\MV\PIVVW\Q\KIVJMKWUMNZ][\ZI\gaming. It is a nice change of pace from
ing. I have played Modern Warfare 1 and
stereotypical single-player missions, as it
2 as well as Black Ops and never before
requires cooperative play from your friends have experienced the satisfaction of snipor complete strangers.
ing somebody in a dead sprint more than
However, the game shines as it rewards
UM\MZ[I_IaTQSMQV*I\\TMÅMTL1\¼[
the player for working within his or her
moments like these that are why I am still
[XMKQÅK[Y]IL*aÅVLQVONW]ZW\PMZOIUplaying this game.
MZ[\WRWQVQVWV\PMIK\QWVQ\Q[\PMJM[\ 
In sum, I believe the game has earned
that could be spent on a game.
a seven out of 10. The fact that I am still
Having the PC version of the game, I
playing this game says a lot about how
IUNWZ\]VI\MMVW]OP\WXTIaQ\WVXTIaMZ good the multi-player is, but if you are not
servers. The maps you encounter are huge. ILQMPIZLNIVWN ÅZ[\XMZ[WV[PWW\MZ[WZ
The scale of the maps dwarfs anything
*I\\TMÅMTLaW]KW]TL[INMTa_IQ\IVW\PMZ
seen in Call of Duty. If all the transports
six months when the game is more stable
are missed, it’s an agonizingly long walk to
and a lot of the bugs are worked out of the
the nearest capture point.
system.
The new battle log system that DICE
\PMUISMZ[WN *I\\TMÅMTLPI[QUXTMUMV\ML
is extremely sophisticated. This service offers some of the same features that the new
Call of Duty Elite showcases.
It is the multi-player feature of the
game that I have experienced the most
issues with. First of all, my PC is more than
adequate to run the game as it defaults to
high settings.
PHOTO COURTESY OF GADGETREVIEW
The game shipped with many bugs still
»*I\\TMÅMTL
¼ _I[ ZMTMI[ML 7K\ 
within the software. There are times when

the game runs very well; however, at other
GAME REVIEW

RATING:

PHOTO COURTESY OF USATODAY.COM

Miranda Lambert’s new album ‘Four the Record’ came out Nov. 1.

‘Four the Record’ is charming
Ashmika Patke
ALBUM REVIEW

Sensational
country music artist
Miranda Lambert
has released her latest
album called “Four
the Record”. The
Nashville native’s rise
to fame came with
competing on the
reality talent show,
Nashville Star 2003
and coming in third
XTIKMI[IÅVITQ[\
Later that year she
_I[WNÅKQITTa[QOVML
with music company
Epic Records.
Miranda Lambert
is an independent,
^QJZIV\KW]V\ZaÅZMbrand with her own
unique twist and has
a strong, outspoken,
cowgirl charm with
her clear charismatic
attitude portrayed
through her personality, style, music and
performances.
In 2004, she
released her debut
album, “Kerosene”.
Her next album,
“Crazy Ex-Girlfriend” followed in
2007. Then in 2009

came “Revolution”.
Lambert has collaborated with many
of her musical colleagues such as Lady
Antebellum, Keith
Urban, George Strait,
Dierks Bentley, Toby
Keith and of course
her husband, Blake
Shelton for various
songs, concerts and
award shows.
The determined
country singer has
been nominated
for and won many
awards for her
emotionally inspiring
music including some
from the Academy
of Country Music,
Country Music
Awards, Teen Choice
Awards, People’s
Choice Awards
and, of course, the
Grammy Awards.
“Four the Record” was released on
Nov. 1, 2011. “Four
\PM:MKWZLºPI[
country songs, and
two music videos.
Lambert either
wrote or co-wrote six
tracks. The album’s
ÅZ[\[QVOTMQ[¹*IOgage Claim” and

has become Lambert’s highest debut
single as number 33
on Billboard’s Hot
Country Songs chart.
“Baggage Claim” is
a blunt and straightforward song about
post break-up issues
displays her sassy side.
Another track on
the album is called
“Better in the Long
Run” and is a duet
with Lambert and
Shelton. “Better in
the Long Run” is a
sad love song about
relationship quite
unlike theirs in reality. Both “Baggage
Claim” and “Better
in the Long Run” are
the most prominent
and highest-rated
tracks on the album.
The rest of the songs
are either love or
dance songs, bringing
out her charming and
loving side.
An inclusive
deluxe edition was
also released on Nov.
1, 2011, featuring
the CD and a bonus
DVD. The remarkable deluxe edition
features a detailed

songbook, an exclusive artist diary, the
making of the album,
and ultramodern
photos.
Unlike her
previous outstanding
albums, “Four the Record” has an explicitly rare and serious
^QJM*MQVO\PMÅZ[\
album since becoming a wife, “Four the
Record” expresses
Lambert’s cultured
character and a distinctly mature accent.
“Four the Record” has received
unanimously positive
responses from fans.
Lambert will be traveling on her seventh
tour to promote her
fourth album.
My rating for
Miranda Lambert’s
fourth album “Four
the Record” is nine
out of ten. Miranda
4IUJMZ\Q[LMÅVQ\MTa
IV]XJMI\KWVÅLMV\
country musician who
is always surprising
her fans with her
crisp musical expertise.

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

J. Edgar
Immortals
Jack and Jill
Into the Abyss

Modern Warfare 3
Otomedius Excellent
Champion Jockey
The Kore Gang
Martial Empires

Etta James: The Dreamer
Summer Camp: Welcome to Condale

11-11-11

Sigur Ros: INNI

Cass McCombs: Humor Risk
Atlas Sound: Parallax

&ODVVLÀHGV
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

7 BDRM HOUSE NEXT
To Library! Open 1213 School Yr! $335/PM
www.stcloudrental.com

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com

HOUSES/APTS/ROOMS
Avail. Now. 12/1 and 1/1.
2-6 Blks SCSU Library. Free
Heat/Parking 251-1925

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

10 BEDROOM HOUSE
For Rent! Open 12-13 /School
Year Call 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

GREAT LOCATION
ON University Drive SE! 3
Bedroom Apts. With Heat,
Basic Cable, Trash, Water
Included. Bus Top w/Shelter
Within a Block. Call Patty
320-217-4115

HOUSES AND APTS.
Now Renting “12-13” School
Year. Dan 251-1925

GRAB A FRIEND
And Leave Dorm Life Behind!
Come View Our 1 & 2 & 4
Bedroom Apts. and Single
Bedrooms. Heat, Basic Cable,
1-10 BDRM SCSU
Trash, Water Included. Call
Houses 4 Rent! Set Up A Sho
Patty 320-217-4115
wing! Call Us! 320-229-1919
ww.northernmgmt.com
SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!

www.ivyapartments.com
stcloudrentalproperty.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments 2 -7 Bedroom Houses
HOUSES HOUSES
320-259-9673
Houses 3 Bdrm To 12 Bdrm.
Clean. Updated. 39 Great
Locations Within 6 Blocks
FEMALES AND MALES. Of SCSU Library. Free Heat,
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
Parking. Also 1 Bdrm To 4
apartments. Heat paid, A/C,
Bdrm Apts. 251-1925
D/W, Parking avail. Now
and Jan 1. E.P.M. 251-6005

REMODELED 6BDRM!
On 6th Ave! Huge
Front Porch & Garage
www.stcloudrental.com
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
1,2,3,4,5 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent Prime
Location! Specials On Rent!
Utilities Paid For. New Carpet! Huge Kitchens And Family Rooms. Individual Parking
Spots! Call 320-492-1230
2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year!
Free Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

AFFORDABLE & QUIET!
We’re Located On The SE
SCSU HOUSES FOR
Side 1 & 2 & 4 Bedrroom
Apts. And Single Bedrooms
Rent! 12-13 8 Bdrm On 6th
Available. Heat, Basic
Ave! $285/PM All House
Cable, Trash, Water Included. Showings Start Octover 17th
Call Patty 320-217-4115
www.stcloudrental.com
www.northernmgmt.com
mpmproperties.net
WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms, Decks, Houses,
Heat Paid, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.riversiderealestateprop.com
scsu4rent.com

UNIVERSITY APTS,
HUGE 4 BDRM HOUSE!
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
Open 12-3 814 5th St. S!
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Call Us! 320-229-1919
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
STUDIO APARTMENT
AVAILABLE JAN. 1ST
400+ square feet. Heat paid,
SCSU HOUSES,
A/C, Parking,
Houses, Houses!
E.P.M. 251-6005
www.stcloudrental.com

808 9TH AVERemodeled 5 Bedrm! 816 9th
Ave- 5 Bdrm $310/PM 818
9th Ave- $300/PM! 6 Bdrm!
Call Us! 320-229-1919

AT T E N T I O N
CHEAP IPOD,
Iphone, Ipad Repair. www.
huskyipodrepair.com

EMPLOYMENT
POWDER RIDGE
Kimbal, Needs Part Time
Ski And Snowboard Instructors And Lift Operators. Will Train. Apply
At Chalet Or On-Line
www.powderridge.com
320-398-7200
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WEEK OF NOV. 7 - 13

BASKETBALL
W - South Dakota State
Nov. 11, 8 p.m.
Away
M - Sioux Falls
Nov. 13, 4 p.m.
Home

FOOTBALL
Moorhead
Nov. 12, 1 p.m.
Home

HOCKEY
M - Mankato
Nov. 11 & 12, 7:37 & 7:07 p.m.
Away

SWIM / DIVE
M - South Dakota State
Nov. 12, 2 p.m.
Home

Sports & Fitness

Group Fitness Review
Boot Camp takes exercise,
cardio to a higher level
“I want to get the most out of my workout.”

Esethu Numa
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“Let’s go! Almost there!” These
are the encouraging words the instructor said repeatedly during one of
SCSU’s Group Fitness Classes: Boot
Camp. The class description is “Take
your level of power, agility, and core
strength to the next level with Boot
Camp! Experience the effectiveness of
near-maximum exertion with periods
of both high and low intensity levels to
attain your total body workout.” This
is exactly what one can expect from the
40-minute workout session.
2WM;KPINMZ_PWQV[\Z]K\[\PMÅ\ness class, is a senior at SCSU with a
double major in sociology and psychology. He says that the aim of the class is
to stay healthy and to get in shape, as
well as for longevity. It is not necessarily to lose weight but rather to make
people feel better about themselves
and to release endorphins, which are
also known as “feel-good” hormones.
Schafer is also a personal trainer at the
gym and has been a part of this particular class since the end of last year.
He started off by assisting a previous
instructor and eventually took on the
class by himself.
*WW\+IUXTQSMIVaW\PMZÅ\ness class, begins with a simple cardio
warm-up where members cycle for
approximately 10 minutes at a low to

Alicia Shulzetenberge

SCSU student
medium intensity level. The instructor
then runs through the circuit, illustrating exactly how each exercise at each
station is done. There are 11 workout
stations in the circuit. These include
both intense weight training and cardio, which makes this particular class
more advanced than the other group
Å\VM[[KTI[[M[WNNMZMLJa;+;=¼[+IUpus Recreation. According to Schafer,
there is a general perception that
OZW]XÅ\VM[[Q[I\PQVONWZNMUITM[IVL
WVMWN PQ[OWIT[I[IÅ\VM[[QV[\Z]K\WZ
and personal trainer is to change that
perception through his class by making
it inclusive, in every way possible, to
both females and males.
“It’s as hard as you want to make
it,” Schafer said. This is true because
\PMKTI[[PI[IÆM`QJQTQ\a\PI\ITTW_[ITT
members to vary the intensity of each
exercise according to each person’s
own level of physical strength.
Most of the members said that they
ÅVL\PMKTI[[KPITTMVOQVOJ]\_WZ\PQ\
Alicia Shulzetenberge, who attended
\PMKTI[[NWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM[IQL\PI\[PM
was very impressed with the class. She

M & W - UW-Lacrosse
Nov. 12, 2 p.m.
Home

VOLLEYBALL
University of Mary
Nov. 11, 7 p.m.
Away
Northern State
Nov. 12, 5 p.m.
Away

WRESTLING
Harold Nichols Open
Nov. 13, 9 a.m.
Ames, Iowa

WILD
Calgary Flames
Nov. 8, 8:30 p.m.
Away
San Jose Sharks
Nov. 10, 9:30 p.m.
Away
L.A. Kings
Nov. 12, 9:30 p.m.
Away
Anaheim Ducks
Nov. 13, 7 p.m.
Away
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Just because you can’t see it, doesn’t mean it isn’t there

enjoyed the circuit training as well as
how interactive the class was. Alicia
[IQL\PI\[PM_QTTLMÅVQ\MTaJMKWUQVO
again. “I want to get the most out of
my workout,” Shulzetenberge said.
When it comes to attendance, the
QV[\Z]K\WZÅVL[\PI\QV\PM_QV\MZ[MIson the numbers rise owing to the fact
that people are less likely to exercise
outdoors and start coming to workout
I\\PMÅ\VM[[KMV\MZJMKI][MWN \PMKWTL
weather conditions. Attendance of the
class is expected to increase in the next
few weeks.
Boot Camp is available to all SCSU
students and community members
with a gym membership. The class
takes place four days per week and the
time table, as well as other information concerning Campus Rec Group
Fitness, can be accessed online or at
the center.
*WW\+IUXQ[LMÅVQ\MTaNWZXMWXTM
looking to change their exercise routine. It is also an educational class with
different exercises that can be incorporated in another workout.

Sports & Fitness
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Wrestling
Continued from Page 16
each weight,” Costanzo said. “It’s a wrestle-off; it’s competi\QWV\PMÅZ[\WVMWN \PMaMIZNWZ][M^MV\PW]OP_M¼ZMOWQVO
against each other.”
Eric Forde of the Black team, and Dylan Wright of the
Red, both in the 125 weight class, kicked off the classic on
Friday night in Halenbeck Hall. After seven minutes, Forde
came out on top 7-4 against Wright, winning three points
right off the bat for the Black team.
A similar trend continued for the next two weight classes,
with the Black team’s Andy Pokorny, 133, and Matt Nelson,
141, winning against the Red team’s Zach Stewart, 133, and
Matt Leibforth, 141.
In the 149 weight class, Josh Hawk made a quick pin
over Jacob R. Horn, winning six points for the Black team.
<PMÅZ[\_QVNWZ\PM:ML\MIUKIUM_PMV2IKWJ,
Horn took on Clint Poster at the 157 weight class. After an
aggressive match on both sides, Horn came out victorious,
winning three points for the Red team.
The rest of the evening went on with the Red team only
winning the 165 and 174 match-ups. The Black team, with
\PMPMTXWN <ZMa/ZQNÅV 4]SM5]VSMT_Q\b!IVL
Chris Brassell, 285, won the Husky-on-Husky face-off.
Friday’s Black/Red Classic took the form of a dual meet,
_Q\PIVWNÅKQITZMNMZMMIVL\_WZM\]ZVQVOIT]UVQ<ZWa5Wlitor and Tom Anderson, serving as honorary coaches.
Molitor, who attended SCSU from 1984-89, was a letterwinner for coach John Oxton, the most winningest wrestling
coach in the University’s history. Molitor served as the Black
team’s honorary coach.
Anderson, who more recently graduated in 2008, was a
4-year letter-winner and two-time All American. Anderson
served as the Red team’s coach for the Black/Red Classic.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS

(Right) Coach Costanzo is ready for another year as SCSU’s head wrestling coach. (Left) Brady Wilson is
joining the wrestling team this year as the assistant coach.
“We like to get our alumni involved with the meet and
we feel that our wrestlers can learn from those alumni,”
Costanzo said.
While the Black/Red Classic gave the SCSU wrestling
team a chance to show their fans, students, and the community their skills on the mat, only the season ahead will give
people what they want to see in a winning team.

“We have a very aggressive style. We get after it, we
don’t like to stall - we don’t like to be hurt or fake injuries,”
Costanzo said. “I think when they get out there, people are
going to see guys who wrestle for seven minutes - they’re going to wrestle for the entire length of the match. And that’s
what people want to see.”

Aquatics offers program Pheasants
variety, winter activities

Continued from Page 16

Nick Longworth
STAFF WRITER

Swimming enthusiasts will have
the opportunity to enjoy their favorite
form of exercise throughout the cold
winter months in Halenbeck Hall’s
aquatic center.
SCSU’s Campus Recreation will
provide numerous aquatic based
programs to students and community members throughout the winter
season.
“SCSU Aquatics has something
to offer for everyone, literally. We do
adult and child group swim lessons;
private lessons that are offered at any
time that is convenient for the swimmer and the instructor; master’s swim
team, practice is four times a week but
the number of times each swimmer
comes is up to each individual; open
[_QU[M^MVLIa[I_MMS#TIX[_QUÅ^M
days a week or during open swim;
family swim every Sunday afternoon;
TQNMO]IZLQVO+8:)-,IVLÅZ[\IQL
courses,” said Samantha Richardson,
Campus Recreation aquatics coordinator.
With funding already coming from
student activity fees, the costs of these
programs remains low.
“Adult, child and private lesson registration fees go toward the
instructor, lifeguard and pool costs.
Adult group lessons are $25 for four
45-minute classes. Child group lessons
are $40 Levels 1-6 and $30 for Pre-K
for seven class periods (50 minutes for
Levels 1-6 and 25 minutes for PreK). Masters swim team is $60 for the
entire semester and goes toward the
coaching fee, lifeguard and pool costs.

“S
wimming can be a good workout, a stress reliever, fun, and a great challenge for anyone looking
to try something new.”

Samantha Richardson
Campus Recreation aquatics coordinator

SCSU IDs get into open, lap and family swim for free...just bring your ID
to a lifeguard. Family swim is free for
someone with an SCSU ID and their
family,” Richardson said.
Aside from recreational programs
IVLWXMV[_QU+8:IVLÅZ[\IQL
courses are also available.
“As a lifeguard instructor, I’m able
to teach those courses. We charge a
minimum amount, less than the surrounding places do with the same cer\QÅKI\QWV[[W\PI\ITT[\]LMV\[IVLIVa
community members can get involved
in saving lives,” Richardson said.
“This year, we’ve already offered
two lifeguarding courses; it’s a 32hour course, and about seven CPR/
)-,IVLÅZ[\IQLKW]Z[M[?MXW[\ITT
of the information online and have a
TQNMO]IZLZMKMZ\QÅKI\QWVKW]Z[MKWUing up in two weeks on Nov. 19. Last
week, I did a private CPR/AED/
ÅZ[\IQLKW]Z[MNWZIOZW]XWN XPa[QKIT
education majors but anyone is welcome. Lifeguarding and CPR/AED/
ÅZ[\IQLKW]Z[MNMM[OW\W_IZL\PM:ML
Cross, the instructor, and equipment
use. Fees vary based on the course,”
Richardson said.
?PQTM\PMJMVMÅ\[WN LIQTaM`MZKQ[M
have been stressed since childhood,

[WUMÅVL_I\MZIK\Q^Q\QM[I]VQY]M
_Ia\W[\IaXPa[QKITTaÅ\
“Swimming is a lifelong skill and
activity. We have one man that treads
water three times a week for 30 minutes. He’s been coming for years and
years and often tells us that he swims
because he doesn’t see anyone smiling
while they run, but while he’s swimming he’s always telling jokes and
sharing stories,” Richardson said.
Often times, students who come to
the aquatic center on a whim become
frequent attendees from that point on.
“I went once for open swim, but
end up going in now like once a week
\WLWTIX[1\¼[LMÅVQ\MTaTM[[[_MI\a
than a treadmill,” said Chase Meinz,
a SCSU sophomore.
“We have people that come and
do rehab, people that use swimming
for cross training, water aerobics and
as a main workout. Swimming can be
a good workout, a stress reliever, fun,
and a great challenge for anyone looking to try something new,” Richardson
said.
More information can be found at:
http://www.stcloudstate.edu/campusrec/aquatics/cpr.asp.

pneumonia and perish.”
Another negative trend going towards Minnesota’s
pheasant population is the decline of 1.1 million acres of
habitat to 948,000 acres since 2007 and another 550,000
acres of CRP land to expire within three years, according
to Stearns County’s Pheasant Forever Chapter website,
and fore mentioned by Sandquist. This is a scary scenario
for hunters and outdoor enthusiasts but is not due to lack
of trying to maintain and grow the amount of habitat by
organizations. Sandquist said that his organizations are very
IK\Q^MQV[\I\MIVLNMLMZITXWTQ\QK[IVLIZMÅOP\QVONWZ\PM
conservation programs of the Federal Farm bill.
“We need these [bills] because they are the base of all
wildlife habitats in our state,” Sandquist said. “Also, we have
been requiring on average 1500 to 2500 acres a year that
we then donate to either Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources or United States Fish and Wildlife Services, which
then turns into public hunting land.”
Minnesota is not the only state to get their pheasant
population hit hard by last year’s winter. South Dakota is
also down this year.
“This year has started out the slowest since I can remember,” said Brandon Sipe, Member of Rooster Tales Hunting
Club, out of Milbank, SD.
Sipe, who hunts almost every weekend in Aberdeen,
SD, said that he has heard reports saying that the pheasants
might be down 61 percent in some areas around Aberdeen.
“We got our limit on opening day, but it took us a lot
more walking than usual. Last couple years we were spoiled
with the amount of birds we saw, but this year you can tell
the numbers are down,” said Sipe.
<PQ[UMIV[aW]UQOP\PI^M\W\ZaPIZLMZ\WÅTTaW]ZJIO
this year. Sandquist said hunters should be prepared to walk
more this year to see the amounts of birds that they are used
to and also should hunt the best spots they know of, because
birds will be in these areas and not as spread out due to the
lack of competition from other birds.
;IVLY]Q[\ÅVQ[PMLJa[IaQVO\PI\IXMZ[WVKIVPMTX
not only local pheasant populations but also other wildlife
populations by joining local support groups like Pheasants
Forever.
“You can really make a difference on the local landscape
with our model of allowing chapters to retain their fundraising dollars for local projects,” said Sandquist. “That combined with grant funding we can bring to them is a recipe
for great habitat in your backyard.”

Like sports?
The Chronicle is currently looking for more sports writers and photographers.
Email associateeditor@universitychronicle.net

Sports & Fitness
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Volleyball
takes on
Concordia
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\PMV]UJMZWVMVI\QWVIT
\MIUITTaMIZTWVOJ]\1ZMKPIUX[NWZÅ^MaMIZ[[W1
ITTa\PQVS_MKIUMW]\IVL
_I[ZMITTaPIXXa_Q\PPW_
XTIaML\PMJM[\_MKW]TLº
W]Z\MIUXTIaMLº[IQL
;+;=PMILKWIKP5QKPMTTM ?I\MZUIV[IQL¹<PMa¼ZMI
*TIM[MZ¹1\_W]TLPI^MJMMV ^MZaKWV[Q[\MV\\MIUJ]\1
\PQVS_MLQL_MTT\WWº
VQKM\W\ISM\PMOIUMJ]\
¹?MXTIaML[WUMZMITTa
_PMZM_MIZM_Q\PQVR]ZQM[
OWWL[QLMW]\JITTº*TIMIVLM^MZa\PQVOMT[M1\PQVS
[MZ[IQL¹?MXTIaMLOWWL
_MPILIOZMI\UI\KPº
;+;=OI^M\PMÅZ[\\_W LMNMV[MV]UJMZWVMWV
\PMJTWKSQVO[WNWZ\PQ[\W
XWQV\[\W+WVKWZLQI_Q\PI
JMW]ZTI[\PWUMUI\KPNWZ
SQTTIVLI[MZ^QKMIKM<PMa
\WWS\PMQZÅZ[\XWQV\_Q\P\PM 1\PQVS_MKW]TLV¼\
PI^MLWVMIVaJM\\MZ\PIV
ÅZ[\[QLMW]\WN \PMUI\KP
\PI\º
+=Y]QKSTaXQKSML]XI
;I\]ZLIa¼[OIUM_I[\PM
[\ZWVOTMIL]V\QT _PMV
ÅVITKPIX\MZQV0][Sa^WT;+;=KIUMJIKS*IKS
IVLNWZ\P[KWZQVOLWUQVI\ML TMaJITT¼[[MI[WV<PM
\MIUZMKWOVQbMLOZIL]I\QVO
\PMJWIZL]V\QT\PM
[MVQWZ[2MV?I\MZUIV-ZQKI
XWQV\_PMV+=MIZVML
XWQV\[QVIZW_;+;=KIUM *MIKWUIVL+PMT[MI6IOTM
JMNWZM\PMOIUM
JIKSNZWU\PM!XWQV\
<PM[MI[WV¼[ÅVIT[\IVLJ]\TW[\\PM[M\ +=
TML\PM[M\QVSQTT[_Q\P\W QVO[_MZMW^MZITTIVL
QVKWVNMZMVKM<PM
;+;=¼[
\MIU_MV\!I\PWUM
+=\WWSIVW\PMZPIZL
TMILQV\PM[MKWVL[M\\ISQVO I_IaIVLWVVM]\ZITOZW]VL
\PMQZÅZ[\[Q`XWQV\[JMNWZM
¹7J^QW][TaC_MLQLV¼\
;+;=JMOIVKI\KPQVO]X
)\\PM!UIZS+=OIQVML LWEI[_MTT[\IVLQVO_Q[MI[

Women’s hockey
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IP]OMUWUMV\]UJWW[\
;+;=XTIaMLPIZL\PMZM[\WN \PMOIUMJ]\\_WOWIT[Ja
6WZ\P,ISW\IQV\PMTI[\NW]ZUQV]\M[X]\Q\I_IaI[6WZ\P
,ISW\I_MV\WV\WI_QV
;+;=_MV\NWZXW_MZXTIa[WV\PMLIa_Q\PIÅ^M
WV\PZMMKPIVKMMIZTaQV\PM\PQZLXMZQWL
¹?MR][\PI^M\W\ISMW]Z\QUMIVLPI^M[WUMKWUXW[]ZM_Q\P\PMX]KSº[IQL/QM[MV
¹?MOW\\WSMMXW]ZNMM\UW^QVOIVLR][\OM\[WUM\PQVO
\W\PMVM\ºILLML/QM[MV¹?MPIL[WUMOWWLWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[IVLX]KS[TIQL\PMZM[PMTMN\[WUMZMJW]VL[\PMZMIVL
_MR][\PI^M\WOM\W]ZNMM\UW^QVO\WOM\\W\PMVM\ITT\PM
_Iaº

Molly Willms

Men’s hockey
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XTIaMZ[JMQVOKPMKSMLQV\W\PMJWIZL[
<PM[MKWVLXMZQWL[\IZ\MLWNN _Q\PI
;+;=XTIaMZJMQVO[PW^MLPIZLQV\W\PMQZ
W_VVM\_PQKPKI][MLIXMVIT\aNWZ?Q[KWV[QV)?Q[KWV[QVXTIaMZ_PQKPKI][ML
IVW\PMZXMVIT\aNWZ\PM*ILOMZ[PQ\2IZML
.M[\TMZPIZLQV\W\PMJWIZL[#\PQ[_I[\PM
[\IZ\WN IXPa[QKIT[MKWVLXMZQWL
;WXPWUWZMNWZ_IZL+WZa<PWZ[WV
[KWZMLNWZ;+;=QV\PM[MKWVLXMZQWL_Q\P
PQ[ÅZ[\KIZMMZOWITI[I0][Sa;WXPWUWZM
NWZ_IZL5Q\KP5IK5QTTIV_I[KZMLQ\ML_Q\P
I[[Q[\V]UJMZWVM_PQTMZWWSQMLMNMVLMZ
<QU,ITa[KWZMLPQ[ÅZ[\KWTTMOQI\MXWQV\
_Q\P\PM[MKWVLI[[Q[\WV\PMXTIa
?Q[KWV[QVNW]OP\JIKS\WUISMQ\
_Q\PIOWITJa5I\\8IIXMQV\PM[MKWVL
XMZQWL_Q\PI[[Q[\[NZWU5QKPIMT5MZ[KP
IVL2WM.I][\
-LLa[KWZMLWV?Q[KWV[QV_Q\PPQ[[MK-

Saturday’s Game
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Lauren Cipperly and Ellie Dietzen blocking a ball.
_M_W]TLPI^MTQSML\WJ]\
1ZMITTa\PQVS_MLQLUISM
XMZ[WVIT[\ZQLM[ITWVO\PM
_Iaº?I\MZUIV[IQLWN \PM
[MI[WV¹1_W]TLV¼\PI^M
_IV\ML\WOWW]\_Q\PIVa
W\PMZ\MIU\PIV\PQ[\MIUº
-TTQM,QM\bMVTML\PM
\MIUQVSQTT[_Q\P ITT
[MI[WV_PQTM+PMT[MI
6IOTMTMLLQO[_Q\P2MV
?I\MZUIVTMLQVI[[Q[\[_Q\P
IVL2WZLIV0IV[MVTML
\W\ITI\\IKS[_Q\P
¹1\¼[LMÅVQ\MTaJMMVIV
QV\MZM[\QVO[MI[WVº*TIM[MZ
[IQL¹1VUaaMIZ[WN KWTTMOQI\MKWIKPQVO1¼^MVM^MZ
PILI[MI[WVTQSM\PQ[º
*TIM[MZ[IQL\PI\QVR]ZQM[PI^MJMMV\PMJQOOM[\
KPITTMVOMNWZ\PM\MIU\PQ[
[MI[WV
¹1\PQVS_PI\\PQ[\MIU
PI[LWVMIZMITTaOZMI\RWJ

WVLOWITWN \PMM^MVQVOQV\PM[MKWVLXMZQWL
\WUISMQ\;MVQWZNWZ_IZL2IZML.M[\TMZ
IVL[MVQWZLMNMVLMZ;IUBIJSW_QKbOW\\PM
I[[Q[\[WV\PMXTIa<PMI[[Q[\NWZBIJSW_QKb
_I[PQ[ÅZ[\WN \PM[MI[WV_PQTM
.M[\TMZVW_PI[NW]ZI[[Q[\[WV\PM[MI[WV
<PM0][SQM[W]\[PW\?Q[KWV[QV QV\PM
[MKWVLXMZQWL
1V\PM\PQZLXMZQWLR]VQWZNWZ_IZL*MV
0IVW_[SQJZW]OP\PWUMIOWITL]ZQVO
\PMXW_MZXTIa\WUISMQ\;WXPWUWZM
NWZ_IZL+IU:MQLIVL[WXPWUWZMLMNMVLMZ
6QKS2MV[MVXZW^QLML\PMI[[Q[\[WV\PMXTIa
:MQLVW_PI[[M^MVI[[Q[\[WV\PM[MI[WV
<PM0][SQM[SMX\[KWZQVOI[\PM\PQZL
XMZQWLXZWOZM[[ML,W_LPMTXMLUISM\PM
LMKQ[QWV_Q\PIJMI]\QN]T[PWZ\PIVLMLJZMISI_IaOWIT\PI\JMI\?Q[KWV[QV¼[OWIT\MVLMZ
WV\PM]XXMZTMN\[QLMWN \PMVM\L]ZQVO
\PM\PQZLXMZQWL2MV[MVXZW^QLML\PMXI[[
WV\PMXTIa_PQKP_I[PQ[NW]Z\PI[[Q[\WN 
\PMaMIZ,W_LVW_PI[NW]ZOWIT[WV\PM
[MI[WV
,]ZQVO\PM\PQZLXMZQWL[WXPWUWZM
LMNMVLMZ3M^QV/ZI^MTUILMI[XMK\IK]TIZ
LMNMV[Q^MXTIa\PI\LQ[Z]X\MLIJZMISI_Ia
NZWUI?Q[KWV[QVXTIaMZ
0IVW_[SQX]\\PMVIQTQV
\PMKWNÅV_Q\PR][\UQV]\M[
TMN\WN \PM\PQZLXMZQWL
_Q\PPQ[[MKWVLOWITWN \PM
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Husky forward Cam Reid gets ahead of a Badger
defender.
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WN Q[_WZSQVO\PZW]OPIL^MZ[Q\aº[PM[IQL
+WIKP*TIM[MZ[IQL[PM
PMZ[\INN IVL\PM\MIUPI^M
UIQV\IQVMLIOWWLI\\Q\]LM
IVL\PI\PI[MVIJTML\PMU
\WUISMQ\\W\PMMVLWN \PM
[MI[WV
¹?MKWV\QV]M\W[Ia
\PI\W]ZOTI[[Q[PITNN]TTIVL
_M¼ZM[]Z^Q^WZ[IVLJMQVO
WX\QUQ[\QKKIVZMITTaX][P
aW]ITWVO_Iaº[PM[IQL
<PMKTI[[[QOVQVOQ[
[M\NWZ6W^!<PM\MIU_QTT
[MM\PMILLQ\QWVWN Å^MVM_
XTIaMZ[
¹;W_MVMML\WJM
PMIT\PaIVL_MVMMLUWZM
ÅZMXW_MZº*TIM[MZ[IQLWN 
QUXZW^MUMV\XW\MV\QITNWZ
VM`\[MI[WV¹/WWLJITT
KWV\ZWTIVLUWZMÅZMXW_MZº

.WTTW_QVOI\W]OPTW[[WV.ZQLIa;+;=TWWSML\W
JW]VKMJIKSIOIQV[\6WZ\P,ISW\IJ]\[WUMMIZTaUQ[\ISM[
KW[\\PM0][SQM[\PMQZKPIVKMI\I_QV
;+;=R]VQWZ2WKMTaVBIJZQKS_I[KITTMLNWZIPWTLQVO
XMVIT\a[MKWVL[QV\W\PMOIUM6WZ\P,ISW\IKIXQ\ITQbML
[MKWVL[TI\MZI[\PMa\WWSITMILTM[[\PIVIUQV]\M
QV\W\PMOIUM)TQ\\TMW^MZIUQV]\MTI\MZ6WZ\P,ISW\I
[\Z]KSIOIQV\WUISMQ\_Q\PR][\W^MZ\_WUQV]\M[
XTIaMLQV\PMOIUM
¹<PMXW_MZXTIaOWITMIZTaSQTTML][#_MR][\OW\\WJM
[UIZ\MZIVL_MZM\ZaQVO\WXTIa\WWIOOZM[[Q^Mº[IQLPMIL
KWIKP2MNN /QM[MV
;+;=[WXPWUWZM5WTTQ5W\\PILIKPIVKM\WUISMQ\I
WVMOWITOIUMTI\MZQV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWLWVIJZMISI_IaJ]\
IOZMI\[PW\_I[LMVQMLJa6WZ\P,ISW\I¼[OWIT\MVLMZ<PM
XMZQWLMVLML_Q\P6WZ\P,ISW\ITMILQVO
<PM[MKWVLXMZQWL[\IZ\MLWNN QVI[QUQTIZUIVVMZ\W\PM
ÅZ[\I[6WZ\P,ISW\I[\Z]KSMIZTa+IVLIKM5WTTM\WWSI
[TIX[PW\NZWU\PMTMN\KQZKTM\PI\ZWKSM\MLXI[\;+;=OWIT\MVLMZ<IaTMZ>IV,MVISSMZ\WUISMQ\6WZ\P,ISW\I
)ZW]VLÅ^MUQV]\M[TI\MZ6WZ\P,ISW\I¼[)TTQ[WV
8IZQbMS\WWSI_ZQ[\MZNZWU\PMZQOP\[QLM\WUISMQ\
*W\P\MIU[PILXTMV\aWN WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[\W[KWZM\PMZM[\WN 
\PMXMZQWLJ]\VMQ\PMZ\MIUKW]TLKWV^MZ\
;+;=PILIXW_MZXTIaKPIVKMMIZTaWVQV\PM\PQZLJ]\
KW]TLV¼\LWIVa\PQVO_Q\PQ\?Q\PUQV]\M[TMN\\WXTIa
;+;=PILIVW\PMZKPIVKMWV\PMXW_MZXTIaIVL\PQ[\QUM
\PMaKWV^MZ\ML?Q\P[MKWVL[TMN\5WTTQ5W\\ZMKMQ^MLI
KMV\MZQVOXI[[_PQKPITTW_MLPMZIVWXMV[PW\I\\PMVM\\W
UISMQ\
;+;=XTIaMLPIZL\PMZM[\WN \PMOIUMJ]\KW]TLV¼\
KWV^MZ\WVIVaKPIVKM[6WZ\P,ISW\I[KWZMLIOIZJIOM
OWIT_Q\PR][\W^MZIUQV]\MTMN\\WUISM\PMÅVIT[KWZM
¹?M¼ZMOWQVO\W][M\PMJaM_MMS\WKWUXM\MIVL\Za
\WOM\ITQ\\TMJQ\JM\\MZJMNWZM_MZMWV\PMZWILNWZ\PZMM
_MMS[º[IQL/QM[MV
;+;=_QTTVW\JMJIKSI\\PM6I\QWVIT0WKSMa+MV\MZ
NWZW^MZIUWV\P<PMa_QTTPI^MVM`\_MMSMVLWNN JMNWZM
\ZI^MTQVO\W6QIOIZIWV6W^ IVL!<PMVM`\PWUM[MZQM[Q[[KPML]TMLNWZ,MK!IVLIOIQV[\5QVVM[W\I;\I\M

M^MVQVO;MVQWZNWZ_IZL,ZM_4M*TIVKIVL
/ZI^MT_MZMKZMLQ\ML_Q\P\PMI[[Q[\[<PQ[
UILMQ\0IVW_[SQ¼[ÅN\POWITWN \PM[MI[WV
_PQTM4M*TIVKZMKMQ^MLPQ[\MIUTMILQVO
\PI[[Q[\WV\PMXTIa4M*TIVKVW_PI[!
KIZMMZXWQV\[I[I0][Sa
.ZM[PUIVOWIT\MVLMZ:aIV.IZIOPMZ
KIX\]ZML\PM_QV_Q\P[I^M[0MQ[VW_
WV\PM[MI[WV_Q\PI/))IVL
I![I^MZI\M7V[XMKQIT\MIU[;+;=
_I[QV\WXNWZUOWQVOWNWV\PMXW_MZ
XTIa7V\PMXMVIT\aSQTT;+;=_I[WN
IVL\PQ[QVKT]LMLIJQOÅ^MUQV]\MUIRWZ
XMVIT\aSQTTQV\PM\PQZLXMZQWL\PI\Y]QM\ML
\PM*ILOMZWNNMV[M

L]ZQVO\PMQZXW_MZXTIaIVL=?KWV\QV]ML
\PMQZ[QV\W\PM[MKWVLXMZQWL
2IZML.M[\TMZVIJJML;+;=¼[[MKWVLOWIT
_Q\PIVI[[Q[\Ja+IU:MQL<PM*ILOMZ[
KWUXTM\ML\_WXW_MZXTIa[JMNWZM\PMMVL
WN \PM[MKWVLXMZQWL
<PMUW[\UMUWZIJTMXIZ\WN \PM[MKWVL
XMZQWL\PW]OP_I[4M*TIVK¼[QVR]Za0Q[
TMN\TMOJZWSMIVLPM_I[KIZZQMLWNN \PMQKM
WVI[\ZM\KPMZIJW]\[MKWVL[JMNWZM\PM
MVLWN \PM[MKWVLXMZQWL
*MV0IVW_[SQ[KWZMLIOIQVNWZ;+;=
[MKWVL[QV\W\PM\PQZLXMZQWLI[I[[Q[\ML
Ja,I^QL-LLaIVL6QKS2MV[MV<PM*ILOMZ[KIUMJIKSQV\PMMVL_PMV5I\\8IIXM
I[[Q[\MLJa*ZMVLIV?WWL[IVL2W[MXP
Saturday’s Game - Staff Report 4I*I\M[KWZMLL]ZQVOIXW_MZXTIa
-QOP\[MKWVL[TI\MZ=?JMOIVIVW\PMZ
0][Sa0WKSMa\QMLIVW\PMZPWUMOIUM
XW_MZXTIaIVL[KWZML\PMQZ\PQZLOWITI\
IVLTW[\I\WXXTIaMZNZWU\PMTQVM]XQV
\PMMVLWN Q\[KWZMLJa2][\QV;KP]T\bIVL
;I\]ZLIa¼[OIUM^[\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 
?Q[KWV[QV
I[[Q[\MLJa5IZSBMVOMZTMIVL<aTMZ*IZVM[
;MVQWZNWZ_IZL,ZM_4M*TIVK_WV\PM
<PQ[\QML\PMOIUM
ÅZ[\NIKMWNN<PM*ILOMZ[OW\\PZMM[PW\[WV
)N\MZÅ^MUQV]\M[WN W^MZ\QUM\PM\MIU[
OWIT\W;+;=¼[JMNWZM?Q[KWV[QV¼[2][\QV ZMUIQVML\QMLIVL\PMOIUM_I[W^MZ_Q\PI
;KP]T\bOW\\PMÅZ[\OWITI[I[[Q[\MLJa5I\\ [KWZMWN 
8IIXMIVL5QKPIMT5MZ[KP
4M*TIVK_PW_MV\\W0MZUIV\W_V
2][\W^MZIUQV]\MTI\MZ)VLZM_8ZWKPVW 0QOP;KPWWTQV6WZ\PMZV5QVVM[W\IPI[
[KWZML;+;=¼[ÅZ[\OWIT_Q\PIVI[[Q[\NZWU [KWZML!XWQV\[NWZ;+;=QVPQ[KIZMMZ1\¼[
<ZI^Q[6W^ISIVL+WZa<PWZ[WV
PWXMLPM¼TTJMJIKSQVXTIaQVOKWVLQ\QWV
?PMV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWLMVLMLMIKP\MIU
JMNWZM\PMMVLWN \PM[MI[WV
PIL[KWZMLIOWIT;+;=OW\\PZMM[PW\[
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The men’s hockey team gathering during a timeout at Saturday’s home game.
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Hockey wins, ties
against Badgers
Brian Gardner
STAFF WRITER

3155A4=3-;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Drew LeBlanc falls to an injury at the end of the second period Saturday.

Amidst a serious injury
and a run into overtime, the
SCSU men’s hockey team

won, then tied the University of Wisconsin at home
over the weekend.
<PMÅVIT[KWZM[NWZ\PM
_MMSMVL_MZM.ZQLIa
and 3-3 Saturday.

Friday’s Game

In the National Hockey
Center the lights go dim,
the crowd is down to
whispers, the spotlights
start dancing all around the
center ice and the music
starts blaring. The SCSU
Huskies enter the rink and
the crowd erupts in whistles
and cheers that nearly blow
the roof off the arena as
the announcer names off
the starting line up.
This was the second
KWV[MK]\Q^M.ZQLIaVQOP\
home game in which
SCSU posted seven goals.
The victory also pushed
the Huskies’ winning streak
against the Badgers to three
games and it marked the
second consecutive game
in which the Huskies have
scored seven goals against
Wisconsin.
1\ITT[\IZ\MLQV\PMÅZ[\
period, when freshman
defender Andrew Prochno
scored on a power play
slap shot from the blue
line. The assist on the goal
was added by sophomore

forward Cam Reid. This
was Prochno’s second goal
of the 2011-12 season.
There were some shoving
IVL[K]NÆM[QVNZWV\WN \PM
Huskies net early in the
game. Junior forward Ben
Hanowski had a smooth
breakaway that was denied
by Wisconsin’s goaltender
Landon Peterson. The
Huskies kept Peterson quite
J][aTI\MZQV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL
Junior forward David
Eddy shot the Huskies’
TMIL\W_Q\PPQ[ÅZ[\
goal of the season in the
ÅZ[\XMZQWL;WXPWUWZM
forward Nic Dowd had
the solo assist on the play
for the Huskies. Wisconsin
disrupted the shutout with
a goal by Justin Schultz and
assisted by Tyler Barnes and
Mark Zengerle.
The “Dog pound”
which is the nickname for
the student section, and the
ZM[\WN \PMNIV[\ZQMLÅZQVO
up the Huskies by chanting,
¹4M\[OW;\I\Mº<PMÅZ[\
period was played very hard
by both teams with many

3155A4=3-;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Badger’s defender Joe Faust recieved a penalty for tripping SCSU’s center Ben Hanowski at Saturday’s
home game against University of Wisconsin.
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Women’s hockey swept by UND
Matt Neilsen
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Huskies played
tough, but just couldn’t do
enough to get a win against
seventh-ranked North Dakota this weekend.

Friday’s Game

The SCSU women put
]XIPIZLÅOP\WV.ZQLIa
afternoon against North
Dakota in a 6-2 loss.
<PMÅZ[\XMZQWL[\IZ\ML
off with a good effort by
JW\P\MIU[<PMÅZ[\UQ[take came on a body checking penalty by SCSU’s Julia
Gilbert. North Dakota took
advantage of the power play
as Monique LamoureuxKolls scored one minute and
26 seconds into the man
advantage.
SCSU quickly rebounded as Callie Dahl scored
on a wrist shot 21 seconds
after North Dakota’s goal.
Michelle Burke was credited
with the assist on the play.
The rest of the period
was played mistake-free until
the last two minutes. SCSU
forward Kylie Lane was
called for interference with
two minutes and nine secWVL[TMN\QV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL
Soon after, junior forward
Haylea Schmid was called
for tripping which gave
North Dakota a two-man
advantage with just over a
minute left.

PHOTO COURTESY USDA NRCS

Ring-necked pheasant
in winter habitat.

Pheasant
numbers
down 64%
Ryan Wolff
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

NICK HARTUNG / CONTRIBUTING PHTOTOGRAPHER

Freshman forward Abby Ness centers the puck for sophomore forward Molli Mott for the lone Husky goal
in a 5-1 defeat Saturday versus North Dakota.
North Dakota converted
\PMÅ^MWV\PZMMIL^IV\IOM
as Jocelyne Lamoureux
scored with only 48 seconds
ZMUIQVQVO<PMÅZ[\XMZQWL
ended with North Dakota
leading SCSU 2-1.
The penalty on Schmid
carried over into the second
period, but North Dakota
could not convert. SCSU
goalie Tayler VanDenakker
made a diving save early in
the period to prevent the
power play goal.

“She played really well
and that’s the way she needs
to play as a senior”, said Jeff
Giesen, head coach of the
women’s team.
VanDenakker continued
to make some amazing saves
until Michelle Karvinen
blasted a slap shot from
close to the blue line that
made it 3-1 North Dakota.
Less than four minutes later,
North Dakota struck again.
SCSU turned it over in
their zone which left North

Dakota’s Alyssa Wiebe all
alone in front of the net
where she converted to give
North Dakota a 4-1 lead going into the third period.
SCSU had its opportunities early on as they had two
XW_MZXTIa[QV\PMÅZ[\\PZMM
minutes. They couldn’t do
much with the advantage as
North Dakota continually
kept it out of their zone.
Even though SCSU couldn’t
get it going on the power
play early on, they fought

hard to bring it within two
goals seven minutes into the
third.
SCSU sophomore Molli
Mott skated down the left
side of the ice where she
pulled off a pass off the left
face-off circle to freshmen
)JJa6M[[NWZPMZÅZ[\KWTTMgiate goal. This gave SCSU

6HHWomen’s
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Wrestling kicks off season with Black/Red Classic
Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

?Q\PÅ^MZM\]ZVQVO)TT)UMZQKIV[[Q`VI\QWVITY]ITQÅMZ[IVLI\MIUZMILa\WOM\WV\PM
mat, the SCSU wrestling team is set to take on
the 2011-2012 season.
;QVKM\PMÅZ[\_MMSQV;MX\MUJMZ\PM_ZM[tling team has been doing strength and conditioning training, with practice starting on Oct. 10.
4I[\_MMS_I[\PM\MIU¼[ÅZ[\_MMSWN XZIK\QKMTMILQVO]X\W\PM*TIKS:ML+TI[[QK.ZQLIa
and the Daktronics Open in South Dakota

Sunday.
Steve Costanzo, head wrestling coach, said he
knows his guys are anxious to get on the mat.
“Well we’re currently ranked number one in
the country and I don’t know what that means,
and I don’t really care,” Costanzo said. “What I
think that means is that I can assure people who
come to a match here that it’ll be entertaining
and it’ll be fun to watch.”
.WZ*ZILa?QT[WVI[[Q[\IV\KWIKP\PQ[Q[PQ[
ÅZ[\aMIZ_Q\P\PM;+;=_ZM[\TQVO\MIUJ]\PM
said he’s looking forward to the season ahead.
“The guys have been working really hard so
far this year,” Wilson said. “They’ve been doing
the right things, staying out of trouble, taking

their academics and their wrestling seriously.”
<PMÅZ[\\QUM\PM\MIU_W]TLOM\\W[PW_
off their prowess on the mat this year was at the
Black/Red Classic, a tradition started by CostanbWPQ[ÅZ[\aMIZI\;+;=+W[\IVbW[IQL\PMQLMI
behind having the team face each other on the
UI\NWZ\PMQZÅZ[\KWUXM\Q\QWV_I[I_Ia\WOM\
people excited about Husky wrestling and show
them what kind of product they could expect for
the year.
“It is a great indicator of where we’re at with
each weight class as far as the front runner in
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With a cold, rough winter and a wet spring, hunters
UIaÅVLTM[[XPMI[IV\[XZM[ent this fall.
According to Minnesota’s 2011 Roadside Pheasant
Survey, pheasants fell 64
percent from last year and
are down 71 percent from
the 10-year average.
“The cause this year was
habitat loss and weather,”
said Eran Sandquist, Regional Wildlife Biologist for
8PMI[IV\[.WZM^MZIVL9]IQT
.WZM^MZW]\WN ;W]\P0I^MV
Minn. “Pheasants need
both quality core wintering
areas and grassland habitat for nesting and brood
rearing. Minnesota has lost
[QOVQÅKIV\OZI[[TIVLPIJQ\I\
recently, and is scheduled to
lose more potentially. That,
combined with a winter
harsher than normal winters
and then this spring/summer that was extremely
_M\IVLKWTL_I[\PMÅVIT
blow. Chicks don’t have an
QUU]VM[a[\MUNWZ\PMÅZ[\
several weeks of their life, so
when we get cold rains during peak hatch like this year
(early June) many chicks get
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